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Three of your most-loved mentors share what it’s
like to move from influence to impact. Vinn Martí,
Samantha Sweetwater, and Toni Bergins reflect
on some of the nuances of leadership: being on call for
students, creating a safe and welcoming container, and
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Making the gear we move in is no
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of clothing worth wearing wherever
you move.
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Northampton, MA
DJ Root

Host of The Melting Point world music radio show
on WMUA, Root Cuthbertson is owner of Groove
Paradise, a catalog of evocative music for transformational practices. Root has been DJing for Dance New
England events for 15 years, and co-founded Dance
Spirit, a weekly multi-faith dance in Northampton,
Massachusetts. In our feature story, he talks with five
innovators about the joys and challenges of building
a dance community.

San Francisco, CA
Nirmala nataraj

Nirmala Nataraj is a Bay-Area based playwright,
journalist, yogini, and budding dancer. Nirmala
has written for publications ranging from American
Theatre to the San Francisco Chronicle. While she is
sure to do Surya namaskara (sun salutations) every
morning, she is admittedly an aficionado of the
cooler, more balancing Chandra namaskara (lunar
salutations). Her Vitality story explores the blessings
of sunshine and offers tips for getting maximum
benefit from summertime rays.

San rafael, ca
Lis Addison

Lis Addison is a composer, vocalist, and dancer.
She is the originator of KiVo: The Kinetic Voice,
which blends dance and chant, and she is currently
recording a CD of songs from her rock musical The
Daughters of Urth. Her Sounds article, which assists
facilitators with mic technique, comes from years as
a vocalist with rock, reggae, jazz, and world groups.

marin, ca
Monique Ferris

Monique Ferris enjoys spending her time dancing
and taking photographs. This spring in Bali she
danced Soul Motion with Vinn Martí and attended
the Bali Spirit Festival. She feels honored to dance
with her camera and witness the exquisite beauty
that unfolds. Her images of Soul Motion appear in
our feature story on leadership.
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checking in

ave you ever had one of those moments where you have a sudden realization
that everything is different, that some belief or self-imposed limitation has
been dissolved, and a world with new possibilities is open to you?

For me, leadership was always something abstract. For most of my life I’ve been
Mr. Go-with-the-flow. At one point I thought it all had to do with the stars, that only
certain folks blessed astrologically were able to lead the pack. Fortunately, my belief
that leadership skills are innate has been disproven, and I now see that those who
feel called can learn the skills. Learning to lead is a lifetime process for me; the wild
hunches and long passes that led to my current role at the helm of this magazine
have also accumulated responsibility to all of the readers, dancers, teachers, and
stakeholders in this movement.
“You have to start by being nice to yourself ” is one of the simple messages about
leadership shared by Soul Motion creator Vinn Martí. Spending a day in a movement
container with Vinn and over 100 seekers, I realized that all of us are somewhere
on the path of transformation, and that removing self-judgment and encouraging
self-compassion is a bedrock practice at any point along the way. It’s a common
thread among transformational teachers—Dancing Freedom’s Samantha Sweetwater
speaks about maturation requiring the counterintuitive practice of reclaiming play,
and JourneyDance’s Toni Bergins notices a huge cultural shyness around feeling joy.
These three leaders are scaling up to a sustainable model and developing teachers
trainings, empowering others with their teachings and creating modalities that will
evolve and live beyond them. Another important and unsung group of leaders in the
conscious movement world are the hardworking community dance leaders who dig
in their heels and commit to building a local dance community, one pair of feet at
a time. Our man in the field, DJ Root, talked to five leaders across the US and taps
into the inspiration and determination that has kept their communities growing.
We also got to wondering about another set of behind-the-scenes leaders in the
world of dance, the folks who create the coolest dance clothes. The designers who
get it right are the ones who design from the dance-side out. You’ll get a firsthand
look into the creative process behind several brands to watch.
And finally, we’re pleased to announce the launch of our new events map and video
blog at www.consciousdancer.com. As we approach our fifth birthday, which we
will celebrate with the fall issue, our focus is squarely on you. How can we serve
you better? What can we do to help the movement expand? We send thanks and
gratitude to each of our readers, and trust that our work is making a difference.
Yours in the dance,

mark metz ,

Editor - in - Chief

photographer: Michael julian berz
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Study Somatics in Depth
Neuroscience has now convincingly
demonstrated the functional unity
between mind and body. This validates
one of the foundational principles of
depth psychology—an understanding
that there are forces of the psyche that
stimulate the body’s capacity to heal
itself. This new paradigm has led
Pacifica to offer this exciting new
degree program specialization.

ncer ad—4.85˝ x 4.85˝ 4-color

An Accredited Graduate School with Two
Campuses near Santa Barbara, California

805.969.3626, ext. 305 | www.pacifica.edu
PGI_Somatics_ConsciousDancer.indd 1

3/23/12 4:54 PM

Help others through

Dance

If you have a passion for dance and a desire
to use your skills in a counseling capacity,
Antioch University New England’s ADTAapproved Dance/Movement Therapy and
Counseling programs are just what you need.
• MA, MEd or Post-Master’s Certificate
• Drama Therapy option
• Learn from world-renowned faculty
• Practice while you study

800.469.1540
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I work as a therapist with mentally ill
youth at a community mental health
clinic, where I cofacilitate an expressive arts group.
Several weeks ago, I
asked the youth to envision what they would
like to bring into their lives by using collage.
Most of the youth went straight for beauty
magazines and reported that they were calling
in “more lipstick, new shoes, and a fitter body.”
After seeing four vision boards displaying the
goal to lose ten pounds, I started to feel that
the art activity was not having the impact I was
hoping for. But then we got to Danny (pseudonym used for confidentiality). He showed
his vision board, a piece where he had used
Conscious Dancer. He said that his future dreams
are “to be inspired, to keep it positive, and to
open his third eye.” This started a discussion
on how our thoughts, behaviors, and future are
a direct result of where we put our attention.
I also had the good fortune to run a Creative
Dance Psychology class with the youth (ages
16–25). This is a therapy I created that incorporates expressive movement, psychological
processing, and creative depth psychology.
During the check-in, the youth were holding
their breath, fidgeting, looking at the floor, and
downright uncomfortable.
Following the check-in, I asked everyone to
stand and walk in a circle, then change directions, then switch places in the circle. I asked,
“How would you like to move?” They started
creating suggestions. “Jump up and down.” “I
want my feet to have a conversation with my
partner’s hands.” Once the youth were given
the opportunity to create their own dance
group, they took over with wild enthusiasm.
For weeks, the youth asked when I was going to do another dance group. One client reported that the dance group got him out of his
cycle of depression and that he started running
again the next morning.
Dance is a necessary and complementary
part of the therapeutic process. I am creating
an evidence-based, manualized freeform dance
treatment for master’s and doctoral level therapists to use in therapeutic settings. Talking is
not enough; we need to use our bodies to release old patterns and create new ones.
– Dr. Rachel Jordana Horodezky, Psy.D
Santa Cruz, CA

Photo: Courtesy Rachel Jordana Horodezky

I am inspired

Pacifica Graduate Institute’s M.A./Ph.D.
Program in Depth Psychology with
Emphasis in Somatic Studies

FREE EVENTS
& WORKSHOP
LISTINGS

PINPOINT
MAP AND
MODALITIES

Let people
know where
you are!

Are you on the map?
ConsciousDancer.com
Where you add real value to your
professional movement practice.
You are doing important work and
deserve to be discovered.
Your pin on the event map leads
people directly to your event.
Your experience as a leader
becomes more rewarding.

Add your event
listing today!
We’re partnering with movement
professionals everywhere to create
the best event map on the planet.
You’ve been asking for an easy-to-use
hub to post workshops, retreats, and
teacher trainings, and we’re happy to
announce that it’s here. We want your
event to be noticed. This vital service
is our contribution to “movement for a
better world.” Help yourself and each
other by adding your events for FREE!

ENJOY FRESH CONTENT,
DANCE VIDEOS, AND NEW
EDITORIAL FEATURES.

Be Visible
Be Credible
Be Influential

MEGALIZERS IN ACTION: Adidas and
Nike go toe-to-toe in the quest to out
beat-box each others shoes. Read the
story and watch the videos.
BY JETTA MARTIN

WHY I TEACH: A from-the-heart
description of the motivation to lead
from the dynamic and well-loved
founder of Vivid Existence.

SIGN UP FOR FREE EZINE
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Conscious Dancer Retreat
at The Ranch • July 7–14
Ever wondered how enriching a retreat week could be? Are you
curious about new movement modalities, while still loving your yoga
and organic lifestyle? We invite you to share a transformational week
at Rancho La Puerta with four of our favorite facilitators.
If you have never experienced The Ranch, we’ll
introduce you to paradise —an old-world, highdesert oasis just 90 minutes from the San Diego
airport. Lovingly developed with sustainable
ideals by the Szekely family for over 70 years,
RLP has been voted the world’s #1 destination
spa repeatedly by Travel + Leisure magazine.
Your guides include dance and yoga leaders
Hemalayaa and Kimberly Miguel Mullen, noted
Contact Improv teacher Rana Satori, and Soul
Motion teacher Valerie Chafograck. Your host is
Conscious Dancer co-founder Aspen Madrone.
These sessions are offered along with over 50
diverse fitness, meditation, and culinary arts
classes, as well as hiking, entertainment, evening
educational talks, and the finest spa facilities in
North America.

DANCE AND YOGA
LEADERS

KIMBERLY
MIGUEL MULLEN

CONTACT
IMPROV

HEMALAYAA

RANA
SATORI

Share a villa with your friends and enjoy an
all-inclusive retreat where your every need
is handled. High-vibration dining is a longtime specialty—most of the organic heirloom
varieties found in the kitchen come from RLP’s
own farm, and your preferences are welcomed.

SOUL
MOTION

Let your curiosity lead you to a week at The
Ranch. We’re sure that once you feel the magic
you’ll be back. CD Retreat members and firsttimers are entitled to a booking discount;
please inquire at the websites and numbers
below. We appreciate the opportunity to share
this experience with you!

VALERIE
CHAFOGRACK

CONSCIOUS

DANCER
®

movement for a better world
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V oted “w orld ’ s B est d estination s pa ” (Travel+Leisure magazine Readers’ Polls 2010 & 2011)

inspiration
peak states

Dearly beloved consciousness shifting festivals abound for
personal and collective metamorphosis. l Prema gaia

L

ast summer I discovered the transformational festivals movement, an inspiring and
consciousness-shifting cultural phenomenon that has remained below the radar of mainstream awareness.
Elliot Rasenick, the producer of Beloved, said
he was inspired to create the festival by asking
himself, “What am I saying YES to?” and from
that place of consciousness, Beloved was born.
Live visionary art painting, prayerformances, spiritual workshops, nature mandalas and mini temples all around, combined with late-night tribal
ecstatic dance to sacred, prayerful music made
Beloved a magical and uplifting experience.
I was inspired by the vibrant and dynamic people who flock to these festivals, and by the co-activation that takes place as they exchange inspiration, teachings, spiritual practices, healing, arts, and
music. The idea is not that one festival organizer or
spiritual teacher has the solution, but that we can
come together and find the solutions collectively.
In these spaces, emergent fusions of new and
ancient healing arts synergistically join together. DJ
and writer Jeet Kei Leung notes that these healing
containers “support spontaneous episodes of healing catharsis.” In these supportive and resonant energy fields, we realize that it is safe to let our guard
down and speak and act from our hearts.
Festivals are often timed with the moon cycles,
and seek to bring participants back into greater
harmony with the earth’s rhythms. Ancient tribal
rituals such as shamanic trance dance, vocal toning and sounding circles, and full moon ceremonies are rediscovered, catalyzing many experiences
of personal metamorphosis that offer a deeply
welcome contrast to our fast-paced, high-tech
daily culture.

•

We make an ode to
art and contribute the
knowledge that is
necessary for a new
planetary culture.
– Mr. Good Mood, Boom Festival

Our aim is to induce
immediate experience
that is beyond the
odd, the strange, or
the weird. It verges
on the wholly other.

Photo Illustration: Elena Ray

– Larry Harvey, Burning Man

See our Transformational Festivals listings on
page 52 of the Movement Menu and check out our
new event map at www.consciousdancer.com

warmups

MATHEMAGICAL
dance floors

Faves, raves, and fun stuff for our community to appreciate

W

hen you are starting from scratch, why not let
the cosmos be your guide? That’s the idea that
creators of dedicated dance spaces are inviting
in as they design rooms intended for movement. Sacred
geometry and higher dimensional mathematics are the
starting point for the designers of these amazing spaces,
all built with love for dance and the divine.
The Ojai Foundation in Southern California emerged
from the intention to create sacred space on sacred land.
Of course sacred geometry informed every angle and ratio
used in the creation of the Council House, a circular building
with a floating dance floor, positioned in precise alignment
with the four directions of the compass. Monthly dances
held on the full moon raise the vibration by coinciding with
the planetary alignment on this revered land.

At Butopia, a retreat center on Whidbey Island,
Washington, dedicated to sustainability and eco-somatic
explorations, the SOMA (Sanctuary Of Moving Arts)

photos: above courtesy ojai foundation / top and right: Mary Dawson

Continued on page 14

BUTOPIA, WHIDBEY ISLAND, WA (top and right) Crafted
entirely off the grid with local and sustainable materials,
this room conveys the significance of the number eleven.
THE OJAI FOUNDATION, OJAI, CA (above) The Council
House holds the intention for celebration and connection
with every angle informed by sacred geometry.
consciousdancer.com | summer 2012
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Using nature’s canvas–the human body–
artist Amir Magal brings his colorful vision to life.

“P

ainting is an excuse to connect,”

says photographer and artist Amir Magal,
who is bringing his unique style of tribal
body marking to festivals and other events. Magal uses
a set of body-paint markers he created himself as an
improvement on the sponge or brush. His preferred
symbols are those of balance and duality—a straight
horizon line plus a curved line up and a curved line down
on either side. The curves are the evolution of yin and
yang says Magal, who views the image as a reminder to
stay present and balanced even during extreme situations.
At venues like South by Southwest and Tadasana, Magal forges intimate moments in
the midst of a crowd. As he paints with the markers, he sees his subject relax and allow
the artist to create a sense of connection. “Each person gets to be seen and adorned,”
he says. “You see the transformation immediately.” Another mark he favors is a blue
line from the bridge of the nose and across the cheek, which he views as the line that
unites all people. Born in Jerusalem, Magal also likes to draw a Hebrew letter that
relates to a person’s first or last name.
At events, Magal forms a ceremonial sacred space where people can join together
in a circle. His friend Jon Nash helps him to ground and center the group and to hold
the space. Building on the concept of connection, Magal has also come to view the
markers as a tool for healing and helping. When a friend needed to raise money for a
kidney transplant, Magal painted the man’s body, beautifying the scars related to his
illness. Magal then photographed his friend, who used the images to share his story
and raise the needed funds.
Magal is developing the markers as a retail product, and they’ll be available sometime
next year. They’re washable and non-toxic and will also be plant- and mineral-based
once they’re ready for distribution. The markers read, “Uniting the Tribe One Mark at A
Time,” and Magal will be offering this unity at upcoming festivals including Wanderlust
and Burning Man. He’s happy to share his talents at corporate and private events and
also hopes to collaborate with dancers—painting their bodies and then photographing
them in movement. For Magal, the concept of the tribe represents the human family.
“We’re all similar,” he says. “The markings make you feel a sense of belonging.”
www.amirmagal.com – by Rachel Trachten
14
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Cont. from page 13

serves as an off-the-grid laboratory for investigating
embodied arts. This 11-sided space was intuitively
designed by Butoh dancer Maureen Freehill and
her expert craftsman partner John Lorette. Crafted
with sustainably sourced materials and volunteer
labor, the building also uses an innovative underthe-floor wood-fired heating system that doesn’t
intrude on the open circular space of the dance
floor. Ceremoniously opened on 11/11, the space
has unexpected qualities. Says Freehill, “There’s
something about the shape that allows sound to
resonate strongly. So we are holding voice, sound
healing, and music retreats as well.”
Still Meadow Retreat is in the verdant
Clackamas River Valley of Oregon, less than 30
minutes from downtown Portland. The spacious
1800-square-foot meeting hall in the main lodge
was designed by architect Richard Stein. “Since
I wanted to create a room where magic could
take place, I included a number of mathematical
relationships in the design,” says Stein. “My own
research has shown that people physically respond
to the shape of the Golden Mean, which is the
proportion of 1 : 1.618.” Groups practicing TaKeTiNa,
Qi Gong, Shamanic Studies, and other forms of
movement or meditation all cite the feeling in the
room as a main reason for their return. “We wanted
to better serve groups that dance, do yoga, and in
general move or practice on their feet,” says Event
Manager Karen Harte. “So we recently installed a
beautiful Higuera Caribbean bamboo floor.”
Bravo to the builders who create these threedimensional spaces for dancers to expand and
take flight, and kudos to the communities and brain
trusts that support them. Our bodies know the
difference! – by Mark metz
STILL MEADOW RETREAT, CLACKAMAS, OREGON
Details down to the design of the dance floor
and atrium were derived from the Golden Mean.

PhotoS: Top: courtesy Amir Magal / bottom: Michelle Walker

artist makes
his mark

warmups

warmups
Photographer Simon Hazell
and aerial artist John Quigley
(Spectral Q) capture image
artist Sidney Ryan’s creation
in the sand.

Ubuntu stands for peace
In South Africa, festival-goers
create a human sculpture
of connection
and hope.

Thousands gathered in the Karoo desert at this year’s Afrika
Burn Festival to paint a picture of an integrated South African society. This festival
offers people from around the world a chance to let go of all things that define
them and discover through interactive creativity a new approach to community
building. As the Ubuntu Mash Up producer, I hoped to unite the community in
creating a huge symbol of Ubuntu, the underlying principle of human connection
that binds us together. I was inspired by the image created by Sidney Ryan, who
was present at Nelson Mandela’s inauguration. Ryan saw in Mandela’s face the
resolve and faith that gave him confidence that South Africa would become a
shining light to the rest of the world.

We needed expert skill to organize thousands of people quickly into
this image such that it would feel like a ritual of collective creation. For this, we
relied on American photograph facilitator John Quigley and dance facilitators
Magalie Bonneau-Marcil and Mark Dodsworth who, together with the eMzantsi

FEEL
GOOD!

team, created a ritual where people could internalize the Ubuntu experience and
embody its teaching. The ritual started with people flowing into the framework
of the image like rivers of the Ubuntu spirit. People were invited to sit, ground
themselves on the desert of the Karoo, and form a massive human chain where
they connected physically and exchanged ideas. Then, we mobilized an old

adaptogens
& superfoods

As the plane approached, the whole group created a universal
“Ahhhh” that symbolized the collective expression of unity. As a photographer
in the plane captured the image, the facilitators empowered each participant to
become a messenger of the Ubuntu philosophy. The group drew out and then

shentrition.com

quickly congregated into a giant ball representing the unbounded potential of
a seed, which suddenly burst, spreading life into all corners of the globe and
erupting the whole ritual into celebration. – by Jeremy Behrmann

16
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reconnaissance airplane to capture a new revolution.

The Body’s Business
By Debbie Rosas

Wax on, wax off, and
don’t forget to lead

W

hen we set out to evolve ourselves, to become
leaders in our own lives or leaders for others, we
often don’t think to retrace steps we’ve already
taken by re-learning “the fundamentals.”
However, this is often exactly what we need to do.

photo: Jeff Stewart

As the co-creator of Nia, I’m dedicated to helping Nia
students and teachers across the world become their absolute
best so they can experience all the benefits of the Nia practice.
Recently, I asked myself what I could do to enhance the way
Nia is experienced and shared.
I realized the solution was to create a training dedicated to the
basics—The Nia 52 Moves—where even the most advanced
Nia students and teachers would be challenged to strengthen
their knowledge, craft, and technique. I am reminded of the
scene from The Karate Kid, where Mr. Miyagi tells Daniel,
“Wax on, wax off, and don’t forget to breathe.” Only when
we isolate and master single moves are we able to transform
a movement experience for the whole body and thus grow as
individuals.

Getting Started:
Never make assumptions
about yourself or others.
Be confident but leave
yourself open to change.
Sometimes life’s greatest
gifts are the ones we
least expect.
Have someone you
admire and trust evaluate
your practice, regardless
of your position or field.
An outside perspective is
incredibly valuable.
Build on your strengths.
Revisit them. Explore
new ways to make
them stronger.
Challenge yourself.
Feeling “comfortable”
is a sign it’s time to amp
things up.
Learn more about Debbie
Rosas and Nia trainings at
www.NiaNow.com

In other words? There is always something to learn. Most
likely, it is the very thing you think you already know.
consciousdancer.com | summer 2012
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Handmade for feet.

Liberating protection for dancers’ feet. With enhanced surefootedness and greater ease of turning dancers are free
to perform with greater confidence, passion and precision. Designed by dancers, Dance Paws are handmade with
old-fashioned ingenuity and craftsmanship in the USA. No animal products. dancepaws.com 866.326.2829

Journey DAnCe

™

A Hypnotic Container for Transformation

June 29 - July 1

Kripalu Center

Divine Chant! Toni & Wah!

July 22 - 27
Kripalu Center

Teacher Training Module 1:
Embodying the JourneyDance Flow & Qualities

August 10 - 12
Omega Institute

Making the Shift: Illuminating the Feminine
with Toni Bergins and Linda Rose

www.journeydance.com
Toni Bergins, MEd, Founder and Director of JourneyDance™, is an artistic alchemist
and passionate catalyst for people to transform their angst into art, their vulnerability
into strength, and leads a growing team of teachers internationally.
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spotlight

Above: Week 15– When We
Were Boys
Week 4– Full Contact

a
star
is
born
With a leap of faith, Daniel Mollner hosts a 52-week movement marathon and dives
heart first into a wide web of interconnectedness. l

“W

hat would you do every day if you had
complete freedom to choose?” The answer
was immediate for unemployed elementary
school teacher Daniel Mollner from Santa Cruz.
“Dance and make films,” he told his life coach. Mollner’s
desire was not surprising—he is a graduate of the California
Institute of the Arts and a longtime member of both the
visual arts and dance community.
“What am I waiting for?” Mollner asked himself. “Why am
I not doing the thing I’m most passionate about?” From this
inquiry, Project 52–A Year of Dance
for Film was conceived. Combining the
two art forms along with the intention
to collaborate with hundreds of artists,
musicians, and dancers, Mollner envisioned
a yearlong project—a movement odyssey
and world-wide-web-example of human
connection and following one’s dream.
Since the beginning of the year, each
week he has choreographed, shot, edited,
and produced a new three-to-five minute dance video that is
posted on his website and on YouTube.
Mollner’s project harnesses the energy of the Internet with
the intention to inspire, educate, and unite. “It’s a magical
moment in human history, where suddenly we are able to ‘talk’
to each other in a new way,” he says. Storytelling using dance
plays an integral part of his vision. Through film, he hopes
to show the transformational power of expressive movement
and its ability to make us feel healthier and more connected
as we learn to trust our instincts, reflexes, and intuitions. For
example, during week 14 Mollner created Full Contact, a study
about men and movement. Two men are “dancing” together
in a fully embodied physical exchange on a football field in
the rain. Mollner shows us Contact Improvisation dance as

by LAURA CIROLIA

a “cooperative sport” and offers a fresh take on men, sports,
and mud. His intention was to inspire men to fully claim their
masculinity in non-combative and non-aggressive forms.
Now midway into the project, Mollner finds the inspiration and
the momentum building. “I am leading by example,” he notes. “I
am following my dream and still standing. The fact that I—some
regular dude—am making a yearlong commitment to myself, my
art, and my community, has inspired many people, not just to dance,
but to pick up whatever dream they put on a shelf, take it down, and
ask the same question: Why am I waiting?”
As a filmmaker, Mollner feels privileged to
shine a light on dance with a broader spectrum,
especially one without judgment or self-limits.
“People have a lot of ideas and questions about
this,” he says. “What is dance? And who can
be a dancer?”
Ageism and dance is another topic Mollner
will continue exploring. He describes a
group of elders and children he filmed
dancing together. “It was like watching an
hourglass with the sand flowing between the two ends,” he says.
Mollner also shared his initial responses to watching so
much of himself dancing on film, noting an initial “discomfort
and aversion.” But over the weeks, he observed that “ego and
age stuff’ was transformed into “finding the love for all my

photos: courtesy Daniel Mollner

It’s a magical moment
in human history,
where suddenly we are
able to ‘talk’ to each
other in a new way.

Lights! Camera! take ACTiON! You have plenty of time
left this year to get involved. Join as a dancer, choreographer,
crew member, or sponsor. Mollner is seeking grassroots
sponsorship rather than corporate grants and is counting on
the generosity of people around the world. He’ll appreciate
your donation in any amount. To learn more, to see the videos
created so far, or to sign up for Mollner’s weekly e-newsletter
with ways to help each week, go to www.DanielMollner.com.
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BODY-MIND
CENTERING

®

an integrated approach to movement
and hands-on education

WWW .BMC-NC.COM

Offering BMC Certification Programs & Courses in the U.S.

MADRONA

MINDBODY INSTITUTE

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
“A Savory Autumn Intensive”
WASSA Dance with Lara McIntosh
Oct 12-15, 2012
“The Landscapes to Mastery”
Soul Motion with Vinn Marti
Oct 18-21, 2012

Reserve your residential
training module today!
www.MadronaMindBody.com
360.344.4475
Port Townsend, Washington

“Gift of Presence” Soul Motion
Dance Community with Aletia Alvarez | Allison Dey
Nov 9-10 (Victoria, B.C)
“Fire of Love” 5Rhythms
Heartbeat with Amara Pagano
November 16-18, 2012
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movement.” A newly kindled self-kindness
was clearly present.
Mollner is offering a myriad of ways for
people to get involved, in the role of dancer,
choreographer, crew member, or sponsor.
He’s excited about the collaboration that’s
taking place. “That part has been a huge
success,” says Mollner. “It infuses me with
ideas, energy, and passion and a reason to
continue doing what I’m doing each week.”
People who have never seen themselves
as artists or performers are feeling the

photo: kat kim

Let’s say for a year
we’re going to make
dance together
because we love it.
impulse to come dance on film with
Mollner. His life story and storytelling on
film are inspiring people to share common
human experiences and their visions for the
future in unprecedented ways. Drawn by
his ability to be authentic and vulnerable
on screen, people are stepping forward in
this spirit. Although only a small portion
of this project has sponsorship thus far and
he is paying his living expenses by doing
work on the side, Mollner is committed to
completing 52 films.
Considering this year a gift to himself
and anyone else who wants to partake,
Mollner has sent out a worldwide evite.
“Let’s say for a year we’re going to make
dance together because we love it. We love
to dance! Let’s dance.”

•
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leadership

guiding
a ship of
souls
Conscious Dancer invites insight and inspiration
from Vinn Martí, Samantha Sweetwater, and Toni
Bergins, three well-loved facilitators with a new
twist on embodied leadership for the 21st century.
Inspired

leadership is the first step in developing a modality

that will endure.

For innovators Vinn Martí, Samantha Sweetwater,
and Toni Bergins, the skills and vision that brought them to
prominence have led each one to the next level—a new stage with
its own rewards and challenges. Five years ago, each was an up-andcoming regional phenomenon building a following and a highly
valued brand. We’ve talked with them many times over the years as
their work has gained momentum and they’ve sought ways to turn
personal inspiration into a practice with greater impact and longevity.
To accomplish this, each has developed unique teacher trainings, a
form of living laboratory that not only propels a modality into the
future, but also allows it to evolve beyond the founder’s original vision.
We trust that these interviews will inspire those of you who have
begun your own training program or are tempted to make the move
from being a facilitator to nurturing new leaders. The demand for
embodied leadership is strong, and people with talent and charisma
are teaching in movement venues across the country. If you’re inspired
to lead and to train others, we salute you and trust that the combined
wisdom of Vinn, Samantha, and Toni will guide you on your way.
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CD: Far reaching ripples in a very large pond is how we describe the work
and spirit of Soul Motion’s Vinn Martí. He is a creature of paradox— the
gritty Bronx boy with the heart of an angel—whose practice looms large
over the landscape of movement. We talked to him in between a one-day
sanctuary in Berkeley and one of his epic weeks at Esalen.

“T

here’s a traditional view about a leader and the idea that they will somehow
set up situations and carry us forward or lead the way. Or better still, they
will be in charge of the setting. That may be true. There are times when
you want that. If I am going down a river in a raft, choppy waters, and my
swimming is suspect, I want someone who has those attributes. What we
are doing in a dance room or in conscious dancing and certainly in the Soul Motion movement
is, rather than being in charge, I have always seen myself as being on call.
The notion for me has always been to be on call for the students, to sensitize myself as a leader
to what’s happening in the room, the hot spots, the cool spots, and to utilize what I am sensing
and perceiving to give back to them as to what the next step will be. This is what we teach in our
trainings. We have exercises where, for days, I will ask the trainee to just say what you see. That
is all. Just the facts, like Dragnet. If I can train people to be understanding and savvy in seeing the
room kinesthetically, then we can go beyond that into other realms. But the notion again is: how
can I be on call to what is happening? How can I be of service to what is happening rather than
imposing my agenda on the room? To me, that is always the real distinction for a leader.
It has everything to do with presence, showing up. Showing up as unadorned as possible.
Showing up with as little anxiety as to how will I be successful. I will be successful by being
vulnerable. I will be successful by being transparent. I will be successful by bringing in to the room
the elements that will go into creating success. It is not just showing up and channeling. You bring
in the music, you bring in any words of inspiration. You have to be accountable for your own
present state. You have to be accountable for those who have come, given up resources, given up
time, have decided to show up for your leadership.
We use the words free-form and improvisational and yes, that is there for the student. But the
leader engenders that and sparks that by being very prepared and having a real clear understanding
of what happens in a room in space, in shape, in music, and then they are actually watching what
happens and proceeding from what he or she sees is going on in the room.

vinn martÍ:
walking the
talk of
soul motion

photos: monique ferris
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...on trust
The term that has stayed with me from the earliest days is “facilitator.” I think it has something
to do with the word “facile,” to make ease. That has always struck a chord for what does a
leader do? He or she creates an environment where one can come in, and with ease, reduce
tension and anxiety, begin to open up and allow themselves to see what is happening. My
spiritual teacher tells me often that realization can only come about when there is relaxation.
And gosh, I understand that. When I am especially mentally relaxed, I am able to lead life by
following what is happening.
In our work, in conscious dance, we wish for those who come to make statements about what
is working and what is not working for them, and this trust they are sensing in the teacher is of
great importance for them to listen to and to trust that it is speaking to them. I know, often when
I am teaching, I remind the students that I come to learn and to facilitate as well as they have
come to learn and facilitate. We are entering into a dialogue here—to totally subject yourself to
what I am doing is not going to give you the benefit that you are here to receive.
One of the aspects of leadership that has been brought around over and over by students
to me over the 35 years that I have been teaching, is that they would say, “It seems like you
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 2 4
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Martí c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 2 3
are in this with us.” I think that, whatever
is conjured up is of value when embodied
conscious dancers come to a setting and
they feel that the facilitator is learning with
them or discovering with them. That aspect
of a leader is invaluable. Now that I find
myself in a decision to teach leaders, I try to
get that across to them as something very
important when they come in, that attitude.

...on wordscapes

c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 2 6
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samantha sweetwater:
why dancing freedom is
for everyone
CD: The life of Samantha Sweetwater reminds us of that childhood game
where you spin the globe and point to paradise. We managed to pin her
down for a talk just before she departed for an epic tour of the Mayan
heartland and learned more about the juice behind Dancing Freedom.

“W

hat I find is that everyone is extremely shy about having joy.
There is so much of what we are sharing, and at the core of
what we are sharing is a reclamation of having pleasure and the
realization of the fact that we are all vulnerable beings, and we
are all pretty much the same in having needs, hopes, wounds,
awkwardnesses, and great beauty, and we are all incredibly shy about it. What I find is that as
a facilitator, I need to cultivate this eagle eye that has a high perspective on the content and a
sense that will engage people mentally, and then this coyote-trickster energy that finds a way
to engage people through their inner child and their laughter. I find two ways in and one is
through the science of why it works, why we might become happier by moving, because our
brain chemistry shifts. So I say, “Hey, why don’t we raise the energy so that we can think more
clearly? Why don’t we raise the energy to understand the total perspective better?” The other
way is that everyone wants to laugh and everyone wants to play. We have been shamed out of
that. We are a system that’s perpetually frozen at feeling like we need to be adults. Ironically,
one of the counter-intuitive pieces is that part of maturing ourselves as human beings is
re-learning how to play. It’s like our fear to let go and be goofy, and be authentic, and actually feel
our feelings and be seen in that, is keeping us from growing. That is one of the main things that
I find especially when I am facilitating outside of dance environments.

...on embodiment
One way is to have everyone dance with their eyes closed for a minute and just feel their
own bodies, feel their own sensations and feel their pleasure. And then when they open their
eyes, they know that everyone else has already felt pleasure too, and people feel so much more
comfortable connecting with each other. Another is a really simple exercise that appears in
many conscious dance techniques as well as in Joana Macy’s work, which is called Knowing.
You invite people to walk through the space and through the spaces between each other and
then to start exploring each others’ bodies as spatial information; then people start to play with

photos: darren miller

One of the key ingredients to get across is
getting teachers to understand that the use
of words, and when to say these words, is
crucial to the experience of the students.
That goes back again to noticing what is
happening in the room. I try often in the class
the style of facilitating as we are moving, in
direct contrast to stopping the room and
having everyone sit and I lecture. I’ve done
those lectures and they have their value,
but personally I think not for what we are
doing. We are coming to move. I am much
more in favor of creating the wordscape
to blend in with what is happening in the
room. The music choice is important in that
there should be no vocals when you speak.
What do you say when you are ready to say
something? You use the creative redundancy
method of saying presence, space, shape,
words that may flow in the moment. You
find other ways to say the same key points.
If we get people in their heads thinking, then
we have lost. Words need to be immediate,
accessible, and sparse.
Repetition is the leader’s friend, and
so is modulation of the voice. I tell my
teachers to go and do voice or acting, to
learn poetry. That’s how I want them to
speak in the room. I want their words to
create images, to draw pictures. I don’t need
the words to bring people into their heads.
We can do that at the end of the class or
before a break where we sit down and we
talk about things.
I’ve heard other various types of leaders
who will begin to almost rap for a long
period of time. But it’s like they are singing.
They are singing a song and there is space
between. It’s not that you speak and then
never speak; you can have a running
commentary but the words you choose,
the space in between them, the repetition,
singing the words to the song. It’s like
inducing a trance. It’s helping people to
relax into the moment so that things can

CD: The terms “live wire” or “spark plug” barely begin to do justice to
the irrepressible energy of Toni Bergins. This New Jersey native with no
shortage of chutzpah is on a roll to make JourneyDance synonymous with
joy wherever people are moving. We caught up with her prior to another
sold-out module of her teachers training program.

the space in between each other and all
of a sudden they are comfortable playing
with each other because they started with
something formal, which is actually the
empty space between them, and there’s a
bridge between that formal inquiry and a
much more organic playfulness.
When I’m doing work where there is
already a connection between people, I do
a lot of “puja” work, which is what we
call it in California Tantra. People try to
look straight at each other face-to-face in
stillness and then start to see themselves in
the other person in a variety of ways, like
seeing the way that happiness has made a
home on this person’s face, seeing the way
that grief has made a home on this person’s
face. Because we all have these emotions
written on our bodies, written on our faces.
Then you start to see how your story is not
so different than their story and the level of
intimacy goes up very, very quickly.

...on leadership
It certainly is skewed towards females
doing this work. I feel like it’s a feminine
form of leadership. Leadership that is
innately nurturing, innately connective,
innately draws out communication, and
connection, intimacy, and listening. I would
say the gender split in our trainings is
somewhere between three to one or four
to one,, women to men. We love the men
in our community. We want more of them.
It definitely takes men with a strong sense
of themselves and a strong willingness to
embody the feminine aspects of their own
lives and their own psyches.

photo: Nick Simonite—The Synergy Studio

...on giving
The choice to create the training was really
an answer to two questions: one was, how
could I give my deepest dharma to other
people, my deepest dharma would be to
teach at this depth. The other is, how could
Dancing Freedom spread and influence
more people? Obviously if we have more
teachers we can give back more to the
world and also get out of the way because
to train teachers is to really step back and
create a platform so people can exceed
you. The goal is not to train a bunch of
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 2 6

“J

ust yesterday, I got this clear hit that my whole purpose in leading JourneyDance in
general and in the leadership, is to help people learn to love themselves. I want to
practice authenticity, and when I lead, it is about being authentic. I am giving space
for everyone wherever they are at, to have at least one dance where they get their
dance on, that expression of really letting it go. Leadership to me is about practicing authenticity and really getting to know ourselves to the point where we could hold a space.
Let’s say my son is crying. My natural tendency would be, “Oh, be quiet, honey. It’s okay,”
because that is what my parents did to me. But I know that the truth of the matter is, he needs
to cry and release and let that out and let it flow until he is finished. Learning how to hold space
for him has taught me how to hold space for my dancers. Let’s say that during the teacher training, people are breaking down because they are facing something that they didn’t know was
going to come up on the dance floor. They don’t even have anything to say. They don’t have
that access yet, and then they cry and things happen.
The more you are present with who you are, the more you are an amazing teacher to hold
the space. We have these safe ways of doing things. We have, at the beginning of our training,
a discussion about how do we hold the emotional container for everybody in the training. We
don’t give tissues and run over and squelch somebody. If they are having a release, they will have
their release. If they need help, they have to put a finger up and ask someone to come over.
When I teach people how to talk to the group, it’s an interesting thing that I’m using from a
leadership perspective. I never isolate an individual person—I don’t say, “Excuse me, Ma’am.
Could you face the partner that I have assigned to you?” I say, “Look, if you don’t want to have
a partner at this time, feel free to drift off into the back or come into the middle and be kind of
with us even if you are not going to have a part.” I like letting everything be held in a new way.
That is how I feel about changing, making a paradigm shift. I am hoping that as we do this, all
the teachers go out and then they teach in the same way, and then they are creating this incredible
vibrational shift where people feel met and loved, even in their more difficult places.

...on being in the event
It’s like this big journey, and I was burning my own self in the fire. I didn’t just come and say,
“Let me make a fire for all of you to burn this stuff up.” No. I needed the fire. I was dumping my fears, my doubts, my worries, all of my negative beliefs about myself, about the world,
my judgment, everything. I was dumping that in my fire ceremony. I wasn’t just orchestrating
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 2 6

toni bergins:
lighting the way to love
with journeydance

Martí c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 2 4

Bergins c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 2 5

start occurring that don’t meet the eye, that are a little bit more in
the realm of spirit.

it. That’s how JourneyDance
is different. We, the teachers,
are orchestrating the event
and we are in it. We are
not standing outsidewatching, we are actually in it.
Yesterday, at the end of
the class (it was only an
hour), people are crying,
people are hugging, but I didn’t really do anything. I just went on
my journey and took them with me. It’s kind of funny. That’s how
simple I want it to be for my teachers. When I teach others to become leaders, I am hoping they are going to go through the similar evolutionary experience that I went through and then they can
hold the space for others to open themselves more and more to
the other realms, like shamanic, open to the heart, and have deeper
intimacy, and then go into these altered states.

We’ve done two trainings and they are limited to two dozen people at
a time. My hope is that by getting a small group of people invested
in teaching Soul Motion we will grow slowly and steadily and surely.
It is important to me that the spirit of Soul Motion, which is an
atmosphere of courage and compassion and curiosity, that should
be brought out in a class; it is important to me that people can leave
a Soul Motion session feeling that they have a real degree of inquiry
into their own lives when they go out of the room.
The training we do is very intense in the sense that we go deep into
“what do you see?” I try to train my teachers to see what is happening
in the room, trust what moves through them—I will use this word and
please don’t slam me for it—to see what’s channeling through them in
the moment, what is arising in the moment, to trust their intuition, their
gut feeling. If they are really ready to jump off the mountain with the
students, to risk, to really risk, I want people to understand when they
leave a Soul Motion session that they may have more questions than they
have fixed answers. That, to me, is successful. Our leadership program
is not just about teaching people to adapt but also about leading their
lives with this sense of curiosity and courage and compassion.
There are two things I ask of my trainees while they are in training
and hopefully they will continue, but it’s really up to them. If they
want to be successful I encourage them. One is that they go to
therapy while they are in the training, that they have some outlet for
whatever will occur for their own human potential and growth, and
that they begin a sitting practice while they are in the training. It’s nine
months to a year of training.
We do accept people in our training who aren’t even considering
teaching. They are just wanting to go deep into the work and use these
points of view for themselves. We do have that aspect of our leadership
training, which is why we call it leadership and not teacher training.”

...on music
I am a music junkie. First of all, the music affects you instantaneously. The second you hear a certain instrument, you are affected
energetically. We are choosing to do that on purpose because people
don’t have the space to show the emotional body, where to express
the emotional body in their daily life. I think the music is at least 50
percent of being a facilitator of this work. It’s almost like you are
making a beautiful painting with the music, the transition, to not be
jarring in between the songs, that’s why the flow works. I think that
music is, in many ways, the healer.

...on mentorship

people under me; the goal is to train a lot of really excellent people
who very well may exceed me. It’s a very different shape of identity
that gives us all a place to shine.
One of the things I am really excited about is how do I steward
a community so that the community has ownership of Dancing
Freedom and ways to carry it forward, where each person has their
leadership mission supported by the platform. We need things in the
world that gather people but also give people permission and invitation
to innovate and have autonomy and create their own creative stamp.”

I decided, Okay, this is really happening, people want to train with
me, people want to study, I have to really make this into a business.
So, I said, “How am I going to..?” In a sense, we stumbled into the
business side of it. In the trainings, we definitely try to teach a bunch
about marketing, branding. For example, as I grow the brand of
JourneyDance and all the JourneyDance teachers get more students,
it’s a natural trickle down effect. I have to invest as a businesswoman.
My goal is to train people to train other people, train people to
be leaders, teach people how to love themselves. It’s really selfempowering. People who come to the training, the most common
thing they say is their greatest wish is to express themselves. Their
greatest wish is to be seen and heard and to share their dance with the
world. But their greatest fear is they won’t do it.
We’re going to do a mentor program; we have a lot of people coming out of New York and other larger cities around here. We want to
help them grow their practice.
I don’t say to people, “Become a JourneyDance teacher and quit
your day job.” You must take these things one step at a time. I am
hoping that people will be able to just teach dance every day or
teach the dance as much as they want to and have these transforming
experiences for people. That’s really what it’s all about for me.”

Samantha Sweetwater is the founder of Dancing

Toni Bergins has been developing JourneyDance

Freedom, Soul Coaching, and PeaceBody Japan.

since 1997 and has touched the lives of more

Her transformational offerings create a safe space

than 75,000 people through her classes and work-

to open the heart, express the soul, and reconnect

shops. She believes that movement has a power to

with the self-generating capacity to experience

transform by bringing people back in touch with

sufficiency and wholeness.

their innate energy and creative wisdom.

•

Vinn Martí is an award-winning choreographer,
global performer, master teacher, and creator of
Soul Motion conscious dance practice. Vinn has
taught movement for over 35 years and has
brought Soul Motion to workshops, retreat centers,
private classes, and teacher trainings worldwide.

Sweetwater c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 2 5
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...on seeing
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conscious

leadership

local motion
DJ Root travels deep into the heart of our
country and talks with five dynamic leaders
about what it takes to create community.
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W

e’ve known and loved DJ Root
since the early days of this magazine.
He has long been one of our East
Coast ambassadors and champions
in the quest to create movement
for a better world. When he told us he was about to
embark on a cross-country tour, visit local dance leaders
across the land, and interview them about their lives in
movement, we said—Yes, please! And so, here you have some collected voices from the
hardworking folks who have gotten their local dance communities off the ground. What
emerged from his conversations were stories about leadership. Individuals with passion
and vision, leading the way in their own cities, and settling in for the long haul with the
intention of creating vital local movement communities. From Michael Molin-Skelton
of SpiritWeaves and Mariane Karou of Dance Alive, we learn how important cooperation
and collaboration among the dances is to helping the movement grow in Los Angeles.
In San Antonio, Nia teacher and Synergy Studio owner Adelle Brewer demonstrates
how bringing different modalities together under one roof helps them all blossom. And
Rachel Levy and Susana Nudelman Perczek model the commitment and belief that it
takes to go into the uncharted waters of a city such as Miami and breathe life into PrayerDanse,
one convert at a time. We trust that the insights here will further the evolution of movement
communities everywhere. Lead on!

What makes my heart
sing is… listening…
and responding to who
I’m relating to.

Dance Alive
Mariane Karou
Creatrix of the vital energ y training system Dance
Alive, Mariane has also developed the transformational
process When Women Love and the leadership training
system Take Charge Now. She leads Dance Alive classes
and workshops in Los Angeles, integrating movement,
awareness, communication, and empowerment.
MK: Dance Alive is a journey to connect with ourselves,

connecting with where we’re already connected. One of
the keys that I’m working with is building the “awareness
muscle” so we can stay aware of ourselves as we’re moving.
So that we actually choose which direction is most needed
at any given time. Movement is the basis of what I’m doing,
but my interest is really about utilizing the movement in our
everyday lives.
RC: So this can translate from dance into other parts of
our lives?
MK: A lot of what I work with is being able to relate, being

able to build the self, build someone else, and build the team
of the relationship. I teach staying connected to our embodied
selves, being part of a team, and seeing what’s needed: how do
we show up and be present in a relationship? And see what’s
needed for the whole of the relationship? I’ve been married
for 32 years (or 33, something like that) and I’ve raised three
kids. So I’ve really brought movement into my whole life, and
that’s why I’m so relationship-oriented and family-oriented.
RC: Do you see your work as part of a larger shift that’s

happening in consciousness?

c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 3 2

PARTNERS
IN PRAYER
Teamwork and
shared energy
bring a loving
spirit to
Prayerdanse.

Prayerdanse
LIFELONG
LEARNING
Mariane Karou
embarked on
the path to
Dance Alive
over 40
years ago.

Rachel Levy &
Susana Nudelman Perczek
This dynamic pair are dance instructors and community
builders in Miami who co-founded Prayerdanse, a practice
integrating dance, spirituality, and emotional release.
Rachel is director of Sacred Space Miami and Susana is a
graphic designer based in Miami and San Francisco.
RC: What is Prayerdanse?
SNP: I would say it’s a conscious movement practice where

you invite your body to move.
RL: We enter in spiritual silence, we respect our bodies, each
other’s bodies, take care of ourselves. The guidelines are
to create safety and welcoming; it’s all about creating that
sacredness in the space.
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SNP: With Prayerdanse we bring in that everyone counts,

everyone is so important, everyone is bringing something.
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 3 1
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RC: You’ve spent a number of years training not just with

Gabrielle, but also with Vinn Martí, so you have this nice
blend of 5Rhythms and Soul Motion at this point. How has
your leading changed over time? Do you have to prepare or
rehearse less?
MMS: I used to tell people, “I don’t prepare for classes.” Now,
I think what’s more accurate would be to say that I’m always
preparing for classes. Anything can be my inspiration for the
class. Including my drive to class, or while people are coming
in, or someone says something to me, or what someone has
written on a T-shirt.
MMS: Before I got into conscious dance I was a performer,

and what I loved more than anything was improvisational
performance. That’s the way I like to teach my classes:
looking out into the room and improvising with what’s there,
what’s there now!

If I say, “Give your
heart to your dance,”
hopefully… in my life,
I’m giving my heart
to my dance.

Michael Molin-Skelton
A kinesthetic wordsmith with a 15-year background in
dance performance and choreography, Michael travels
internationally and leads his own blend of conscious
movement, SpiritWeaves, four times each week in Los
Angeles. His work has been an inspiration for both Adelle
Brewer and Rachel Levy.

first class was at Oberlin College, and I also had Modern
Technique the same year, and I hear you on the whole
performance versus improvising thing.

WEAVING
COMMUNITY
Molin-Skelton
begins each
class with
what’s true in
the moment.

MMS: I’ve seen Vinn Martí come in with a score, just a simple
score. He did one at Esalen where he invited us, at first, to use
just movements that were over… and under. So everybody
started playing with movements that felt like over… and
under. For me it’s like a really good jazz band playing live,
when they start listening to each other. That’s the way I teach.
I take something really small, I might take one line from a
poem that jumps out at me, and I’ll start riffing with it.
RC: How have you been modeling leadership?
MMS: I don’t think of myself as a leader of this community.

I do think of myself as an integral part of, and connected to,
and just as important as, each and every other link in this
common unity.
RC: Why don’t you think of yourself as a leader?
MMS: If I think of myself as a leader, then my head will get

into it, and I’ll try and do things or figure things out that I’m
not capable of figuring out. I do lead by example. If I say,
“Give your heart to your dance,” hopefully, in my life, I’m
giving my heart to my dance.

RC: You inspired me on a number of levels. One of the things
that you do, that I now do as well, is talk every now and
then. I’ll intersperse some poetry, or I’ll have planned a minisermon, or some kind of wisdom that I want to unwrap.

RC: There’s a part of me that still feels like this is part of my

MMS: Well that tickles me! (laughs) Thank you for sharing

MMS: I’ve always known that dance was the medicine that I

that. I remember when I first started, I hardly said a word.
Because I really didn’t know a word. Gabrielle [Roth]
invited me to start teaching without having done the teacher
training, because it wasn’t going to happen for a couple of
more years. She asked me to teach mainly with my body,
because I pretty much had it in my body, and that’s the way
I taught. Somewhere along the line, through the movement,
I found my own voice and what needed to be said through
me as I was guiding.
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mission on the planet, some work that I’m supposed to do.
Do you have something like that?
had to offer. I didn’t know, until I met Gabrielle in 1994, that
dance could be a medicine that was healing in the way it is for
so many people.
RC: How do you find working with a team?
MMS: Over the years when Jo [Cobbett] and I were together,
that was a team of two. Now, with Anneli [Molin-Skelton],
who’s also a 5Rhythms teacher, we always have each other
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 3 2
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SpiritWeaves

RC: One of my first loves is Contact Improvisation. My

Nia
Adelle Brewer
As the owner of San Antonio’s Synerg y Studio, Adelle
hosts events for internationally renowned leaders of various
somatic modalities. A pioneer of conscious dance in southern
Texas, she has made Synerg y Studio a hub for a growing
and diverse dance community.
RC: What was the conscious dance scene in your area like

before you started?
AB: It did not exist! More free, conscious dance only arrived

with Nia 12 years ago.
RC: What attracted you to Nia that was different from the
dance you had been doing before?
AB: The fact that it is adaptable for everybody, no matter
what age.
RC: What’s been your experience helping Nia and conscious
dance to grow in this part of the world?

types of conscious dance forms. What do you draw from
MOVEMENT
IS A
them and bring home with you?
UNIVERSAL
AB: By connecting with others in other movement modalities,
LANGUAGE
community
has become so important. In many cases I’ve
Synergy
Studio warmly inspired the masters in different fields to come to San
welcomes
Antonio, where they’d never thought about coming before,
people of
never realizing that we are becoming a conscious dance hub.
all ages and
RC: On the wider scope, how do you see the larger movement
stages.
of all of these dance forms?

AB: One of my goals in life is to really open up people’s eyes
to the possibilities that indeed we can continue to move our
entire life. Our oldest teacher here at the Synergy studio is
Esther Vexler who was the first yoga teacher in San Antonio
and who still teaches at the ripe age of 94, the same age as
B.K.S. Iyengar.

AB: When I opened the Synergy studio seven years ago, my

dream was to provide a place that had a sense of belonging
and grounding in community, where people could feel
comfortable no matter their size, shape, age, or gender. I’ve
seen the community grow tenfold, a hundredfold, really, from
where we were before. I was in a tiny studio, and now I’m in a
huge 6300-square-foot space with more than one studio. It’s
been word of mouth, more than anything.

RC: What do you see yourself doing at 94?
AB: I definitely see myself dancing at 94! I’m gonna dance
right back into the Earth!

•

RC: You’ve traveled and studied a number of different

Prayerdanse c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 2 9
RC: There are many conscious dance modalities springing up.

How do you see Prayerdanse fitting in with the larger picture?
RL: Dance is the next yoga. Going to a movement practice,

like JourneyDance or Prayerdanse or 5Rhythms is what
everyone’s doing. And it’s understood what it means. We’re

touching
Moments
Connection
comes naturally during
Prayerdanse.

rooting and building conscious movement in Miami. Our
vision is to be joining with all the other movement practices
in this beautiful groundswell.
RC: You’ve been holding this particular space for five years.
How did it feel at the beginning versus how it feels now?

photo: above - jeff stewart / below - teri kellog

RL: It’s like being in the desert and then coming to the oasis

where there’s a feast going on. It’s been an incredible journey.
People ask me why I moved to Miami. My answer was always:
“To bring the West to the East, to bring consciousness here.”
It’s gotten very artistic here, a creative community of artists.
That’s the other piece of Prayerdanse, wanting to connect and
support the conscious creative community.

•

We enter in spiritual silence, we
respect our bodies, each other’s
bodies, take care of ourselves.
consciousdancer.com | summer 2012
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Dance Alive

c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 2 9

MK In order to adapt to the current amount of change,
we need to be more fluid and more responsive in our own
systems. What I’m working on is being able to ground the
energy, and to be adaptive to whatever is needed on the planet
now. The vibration of the whole planet is shifting. It’s a shift
from domination to one of real cooperation. Cooperation
with respect for differences. Mostly I’m taking people out of
the paradigm of right-wrong, good-bad into movement.
RC: We’ve got up-down, left-right. None of those is better
MK: Exactly. So there’s no judgment, there’s no criticism.

Power is: “Do I have the power to work together with you
to create cooperation?” So if I’m going to reach a goal, and
you’re “in my way,” and I just need to push you “out of my
way,” then I can reach my goal and be “successful,” so to
speak, in the old paradigm. But I’m actually not successful,
because my heart is crying because I’m not working in
cooperation with who I’m in the world with.
RC: One last question: what makes your heart sing?
MK: Hmm. Nice. Sitting right here with you.
RC: Oh well, flattery will get you everywhere! (laughs)
MK: That’s not flattery, it’s true. What makes my heart sing

is… listening… and responding to who I’m relating to. I’m
really very inspired by being alive and relating to whoever’s
in my world.

•
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SPREADING
THE SPIRIT
Molin-Skelton
dives in to
welcome the
dancers.

Michael Molin-Skelton

c o n t i n u e d f r o m pa g e 3 0

to say, “How could I have tweaked that? What was missing?
What really worked?”
RC: In the bigger picture, there are a number of conscious

dance modalities out there now. One could say that there’s a
wave happening, an upswell…
MMS: I believe that the same thing that happened with yoga

can happen with dance. But you need stamina to go through
those early growing pains. It doesn’t start out with 60 people
in the room and everybody dancing on the ceiling. It starts
with a handful showing up. Or one person, and the leader
still has to play the music for two hours, and be a presence
in the room. I just think the growth possibilities are infinite.
It’s something I’ve thought from the very beginning and
continue to think now: there’s enough here for everyone.

•

photo: David Conklin

than another.
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Clothing by AmaeLove Designs,
Jewelry by Caraucci and Tabra

Lyrical Clothing
Your flow is in motion when designers dance with the
muse. Let their creative process be your spark.

What color is your parachute as you land on the dance floor? Color, shape,
and texture create a new language for your body to speak. Designers dare
to draw outside the lines, creating clothes to move you and make you sing.
Patterns that complement bodies in motion are the key to the most-loved
pieces. When you chance upon something really special—from a bazaar, a
booth, or a boutique—you just KNOW it. Feel bold, make colorful choices,
and dance outside the boundaries of your vision of yourself. Create a look that
propels you forward into bright ideas. Can you be the shining spot of color in
the center of the mandala?
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—LAURA CIROLIA
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Be inspired

photo:

The ultimate playground sends an invitation
from right under your feet. Step lively and gear
up for adventure. Be amused

Outfit by Tenley Wallace in
her Florio Temple Tribal line
consciousdancer.com | summer 2012
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My inspiration is the journey of dance and culture. My garment line
celebrates the lineages of dance and started in India with the gypsies.
Tenley Wallace, florio temple tribal

I made clothes for myself. Clothing that fit well, went well together, and made
me feel beautiful. People kept asking me, ‘where did you get that?’
Margo Leom, Leom Designs

Why wrestle your way into a top? We work closely with our manufacturers
to make sure our pieces have fit, function, and recovery.
People are excited and inspired to be part of the creation of their look; many
are looking for a comfortable piece that is easy to pack, wash, and wear;
others are making serious costumes.
jen Fritz, warrior within

My mission is to create comfortable and beautiful clothing for dance,
yoga, and everyday dress-up.
Sujatiya, Queen of Hearts Clothing

Designers travel the globe to co-create with
you. Wear your love of nature on your sleeve and
become one with the wildlife. Be bright

Tenley Wallace, performer and designer, muse to many clothiers,
unveils her new daily dance line Florio Temple Tribal.
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Nicole Cox, Jazzercise

Designed to go with the flow
We celebrate the hardworking heroes who are making
the finest gear to move in. From the up-and-coming
to the top brands—bravo to the best!

Jen Fritz, creator of Warrior Within, in her Bay Area studio.

DESIGNERS
AmaeLove Designs – Handcrafted wearable art. www.amaelove.com
Autumn Teneyl – Free flowing feminine designs. www.autumnteneyl.com
Caraucci – Handcrafted jewelry and vintage tribal textiles. www.caraucci.com
Florio Temple Tribal – Sacred dance inspired clothing. www.floriotempletribal.com
Jen Healy – Playful cirque and aerial wear. www.zenhealyng.com
Lakshmi Devi Designs – Body-conscious details. www.devi-designs.com
Leom Designs – Time-honored movement clothing for men and women.
www.leomdesigns.com
Lilaplay – Lightweight jewelry crafted from saris. www.facebook.com/lilaplay
Pantomime Design - Movement leader Rana Satori’s line. www.pantomimedesign.com
Phoenix Rising – Hand-batiked festywear. www.phoenixrisingartists.com
Queen of Hearts Clothing – Playful yet elegant movement wear.
www.queenofheartsclothing.com
SweetSkins – Livable, danceable, organic cotton and hemp. www.sweetskins.com
Tabra – Sacred symbols and semi-precious stones. www.tabra.com
Ula Sport – Classic style and modern functionality. www.ulasport.com
Warrior Within – Home of the Onesie, with custom sizing. www.warriorwithinus.com
BRANDS AND PERFORMANCE FABRICS
Jazzercise – Super-fit and function meets fun and fashion. www.jazzercise.com
Journeydance – Pants that fit and flow. www.journeydance.com
Lucy – Performance fabrics plus style. www.lucy.com
MeSheeky – The best skirts ever. www.mesheeky.com
NiaWear – For Nia lovers everywhere. www.nianow.com
PrAna – Serious eco-style for men and women. www.prana.com
FOOTWEAR
Ahnu – Shoes and sandals that go the distance. www.ahnushoes.com
Capezio – The best in footwear and all that jazz. www.capezio.com
DancePaws – Liberating protection for dancers’ feet. www.dancepaws.com
Keen – Comfy footwear for outdoor adventure. www.keenfootwear.com
ToeSox – Spread your toes, exercise your feet, and get a grip. www.toesox.com
CARRYBAGS
Ellington Bags – Beautiful quality leatherwear carryalls. www.ellingtonbags.com
Haiku – Poetic travel bags that last forever. www.haikuhandbags.com

Gonca Gul, Ula Sport designer, assures the right fit in Bali.

Vajrasa Temple Dance Ensemble costumes
designed by Tenley Wallace (pictured center).

Musician Lakshmi Devi, recent arrival on the embodied clothing scene, designs for
comfort, movement, and style.
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Moving For Life:
Teacher Training Programs
with Dr. Martha Eddy, DIRECTOR
This August in Denmark
www.tanztherapiewerkstatt.de
danisch: www.CREAUM.dk

DANCE EXERCISE FOR CANCER RECOVERY
Medically Sound & Joyous Classes
Learn More: www.MovingForLife.org

BREEMA

®

Learn dynamic and
nurturing Breema
bodywork sequences
as you work with the
Art of Being Present,
the Nine Principles
of Harmony,
and body-mind
connection.
Breema
emphasizes
mutual support
so both giver
and receiver
beneﬁt.

2012 Summer Intensive starts July 7

The Breema Center, SF Bay Area • 510/428.0937

Worldwide Directory: breema.com
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vitality

Joshua trees
provide some
shade, but you'll
still want sunscreen
at Bhakti Fest.

keeping your cool

Sun worship is heavenly when you follow these suncare basics. Love the sun,
and find its perfect harmony with your body. l BY nirmala nataraj

I

n ancient India, the god Surya was the most celebrated and
significant of the deities. Surya was the sun god—the central
and supreme ruler around whom all of life revolved.
My earliest exposure to dance was in celebration of this most
pervasive and, perhaps, most commonplace of sublime entities. As
a small child on yearly trips to India, I remember hiding in the
folds of sari-clad female relatives on hushed mornings and making
the trek down cobbled streets to open-air temples. Here, women
would offer water and incantations to the rising sun. With their
lithe limbs, like celestial apsaras [nymphs], they would also dance
their worship to the god of fertility and life, joy and delight.
Like our ancestors and people in so many parts of the world
today, we too can continue the time-honored
celebration of cosmic light by paying homage to
the sun and feeling its life-sustaining warmth. At
the same time, we want to take optimal care of
our bodies as we enjoy the salad days of summer.
Sunlight is a natural mood booster, and a
sensible amount of exposure to the sun can lift
our mood and health. The smile that washes
over your entire being when you wake up
to a sunny morning can be attributed to the
increased level of serotonin in the body as a result of sunlight.
In effect, metabolizing sunlight offers an instant transfusion of
happiness. Studies have shown that exercising outdoors offers
benefits not found with indoor exercise, and that sunlight can
stave off moderate depression and the winter blues, also known as
SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder). Additionally, researchers have
shown that some exposure to the sun can improve skin conditions
such as psoriasis, acne, and eczema.
Caring for our skin can be likened to gardening. Essentially,
four things are vital to the skin’s well-being: sunlight (the source
of 90–95 percent of our Vitamin D), nutrients, hydration (eight

glasses of water a day is optimal), and oxygen. Allowing these lifegiving elements of beauty into the skin in perfect proportion might
seem like a no-brainer for cosmetic chemists. However, while many
skincare products purport to repair damage and protect against
environmental toxins, harsh chemical ingredients can lead to dull,
slackened skin and an increased susceptibility to aging. How can
we choose wisely among the countless products available?
“The most important steps in a skincare regimen are applying a
high-quality, natural lotion with SPF of at least 15 every morning
and washing the face every night to get makeup and grime off,”
according to dermatologist Lisa Zanetti Rhodes, MD. Also,
hydrating the skin with natural oils like coconut or olive oil, in
addition to using a strong sunscreen, can protect
you from some of the potentially harmful
effects of sunlight.
For souls with a little wanderlust, deserts and
beaches are tantalizing in the spring and summer
seasons. But be sure to respect the climate.
Because humidity tends to be low in desert
locations, moisture can be wicked away from
the body even when we don’t feel particularly
overheated. An endless supply of sunscreen, lip
balm, and body lotion should be part of the adventure. Make sure
you have a good vitamin supplement, and drink enough water each
day for optimal hydration of the skin and to boost circulation.
In the wardrobe department, tightly woven fabrics in deep or
bright colors offer more armor against UV rays than light-colored
materials. Companies like Solumbra, Sun Day Afternoon, and
Coolibar feature sun-protective hats, travel clothes, and swimwear.
Shop for sun-protective clothing by specifically locating a UPF
rating—usually on sporty product lines. UPF ratings are similar
to SPF ratings—that is, the higher the UPF, the more protection
you’ll be guaranteed against sun damage.

photo: Jeff Skeirik

The sacred presence
of the sun is a
metaphor for the
interconnection of
all phenomena.
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BUTOPIA

PACIFIC NORTHWEST CENTER FOR EMBODIED ARTS IN NATURE

Dance • Yoga • Butoh • Meditation
Workshops • Performances • Retreats
Teacher Training • Artist Residencies

Located on Beautiful Whidbey Island in FREEland, WA
Dance FREEly & Live lightly in Wild Forest EcoSpace
with your hosts Maureen "Momo" FREEhill, MFA
& DreamCraftsman John Lorette.
For information on Spring/Summer 2012 Embodied Art
Offerings & creating YOUR event @ Butopia/SOMA

www.butopia.orgPacific
206-855-5836

IMAGINATION
SENSATION
SOUL
BODY

Northwest
Center
for
Embodied
Arts
in
Nature
Sanctuary Of Moving Arts

S MA

Chic, large sunglasses might also provide
more than a mere excuse to go glam. Look
for shades with full-spectrum UV protection
in your optician’s office; you needn’t spend
a fortune, but getting the proper fit from a
professional is key. Rhodes, an avid surfer, also
suggests hunting for close-fitting wraparound
sunglasses, which disable UV rays from
seeping into the sides and tops of frames.
Researchers are now urging protection
against UVA as well as UVB rays. As
a rule, the higher the SPF (up to 50),
the better the protection against both
types of rays. And, take note that while
“sunscreen” and “sunblock” are terms that
are used interchangeably, sunscreens contain
chemicals that filter and absorb ultraviolet
rays. But a sunblock is a product that contains
minerals, not chemicals, that usually offer
full-spectrum protection.
Although some protection from the sun is
mandatory, the good news about getting a bit
of open-air exposure is that it actually results
in greater energy, since it reduces levels of
the hormone melatonin, responsible for the
regulation of sleep. So the liveliness you feel
when being gently awakened by natural light
might be a good reason to begin the day with
some sun salutations and meditations on
your intentions for the day.
Despite common recommendations that
sun exposure should be avoided in the middle
of the day, Dr. Mercola’s Natural Health
website points to recent research showing that

noon is the optimal time to soak up vitamin
D and to experience a lower risk of cutaneous
malignant melanoma. Many researchers
recommend going out in the sun without
sunblock for five to fifteen minutes a day.
So, luxuriating in the sunlight and taking an
outdoor yoga or meditation class may, in fact,
be beneficial to your health and well-being.
It might also be responsible for increased
levels of fertility and sensual response, which
makes the summer seasons particularly
amenable for slow, meditative lovemaking.
Across the world, from the sun salutations
of yoga to the sun dance of the Native
Americans, the sacred presence of the sun
is a metaphor for the interconnection of all
phenomena. Incorporating the sun into one’s
existing dance practice is akin to “drinking
the sun,” a technique of solar meditation
wherein you can picture the living light
naturally flowing into the cells and organs of
your body to strengthen, vivify, and purify
them. In meditating upon the sun, imagine
your body blooming; raise your arms in a Y
position to proclaim the connection between
you, your higher self, and all of nature.
In the summer months, my personal
meditations are always accompanied by the
sensation of the sun blooming as a living
presence throughout my body—beautifying
me and giving me strength as I recollect my
earliest devotional experiences in India and
welcome the festivity of the season with love
and gentle movement.

•

stay refreshed in the sun
Keeping your body in a hydrated, all-systems-go state is all about being versatile. Here are
some products to mitigate the heat and keep you cool and healthy in the coming months.
Willard Water: Invented back in the 1960s by chemist John Willard, Willard Water is unique in that it
changes the way water reacts with the body. Altered by the patented micelle catalyst, Willard Water’s
singular property is that it enables a smoother assimilation of the nutrients we absorb and makes
digestion easier. It’s also an instant detoxifier that chews up free radicals and other environmental
toxins that our bodies encounter. www.drwillard.com
Dr. Mercola's Natural Sunscreen Lotion: Dr. Joseph Mercola is one of the foremost champions of
alternative health and beauty, and his paraben-free, antioxidant-rich SPF 30 lotion is moisturizing,
water-resistant, and chemical-free. The two-in-one feature is an added advantage, as the product is
also a natural insect repellent. www.mercola.com

Vita Coco Coconut Water: This independent company has been supplying flavorful, potassiumrich beverages since the early 2000s. The fresh juice of young coconuts known as coconut water
has long been a favorite in Asian countries for its nutritious and super-hydrating properties. Now
becoming much better known in the West, this delightful refresher is a must-have in the desert, on
the dance floor, or by the swimming pool. www.vitacoco.com
Solumbra: All-day sun protection can be quite exacting if reapplying sunscreen every two hours is
something you’re apt to forget. Downhill ski racer Shaun Hughes launched the Solumbra line of sunprotective clothing, which is touted by dermatologists across the country for its trenchant protection
against UVA and UVB rays. www.sunprecautions.com
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www.ameba.com

a blend of natural oils
that help to replenish,
protect and reduce
the aging of your skin

made purely in new zealand
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sounds

Above: Lis Addison makes use of a
wireless mic to move the room.
Left: Hemalayaa leads with her voice
at Bhakti Fest.

READY,
HEADSET,
GO!

What you're saying is valuable. Are you audible? Enhance your practice and
move with ease by mastering the headset mic. l by Lis Addison
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Before strapping on a headset, I recommend that facilitators
spend some time experimenting with and becoming familiar with
the sound and strength of their own voice. In KiVo, we work with
breath, vocal production, and projection and
learn to direct the sound through various energy
and physical centers in the body. We learn to
harness the powerful vibrations our voices
create and we also move these vibrations with
choreography in order to feel the vocal vibration
and body resonance on a somatic level.
As I lead movement sessions, I always appreciate the freedom to move that comes with a
headset mic. For all types of dance and movement
facilitators, I recommend taking the time to learn to use your mic with
skill and confidence. Your practice has the potential to be far more
effective and achieve better results for your dancers, and you will be
empowered to lead with ease.
continued on page 44

Headsets are great
because you have
your hands free so you
can dance and also
support participants.

B E H E A R D N O W : T e c hno l o g y i s y o u r f riend
Wireless headsets have come a long way. Here are three facilitator
favorites that sound great, fit well, and are easy to wear.
Airline 77 System Designed to wear behind the head with no beltpack and circuitry up to the standards of world-class musicians, this
mic is the professionals choice. www.samsontech.com
Evo True Wireless The lightweight winner for fitness and fun. This
patented design provides maximum comfort by placing the electronics behind the ear. www.specialprojectsaudio.com
The New Breeze Dive in and start splashing without missing a beat.
This waterproof unit is rechargeable too! www.supreme-audio.com

PhotoS: Kristina Clemens / courtesy Lis Addison

W

hile performing in Venice Beach at the Comeback Inn back
in the '80s, I realized that I was stuck. I was playing behind
a keyboard and singing into a stationary mic, so I could
barely move—if I raised my head or swayed my
torso the sound of my voice might not be picked
up. I felt trapped and decided to walk away from
the keyboard to the front of the stage. Once I got
there, I remember telling the audience, “I don’t
know what I’m going to do.” Then I put on a CD
I’d composed and did an improv song and dance.
I got a standing ovation.
Since that time, my work has evolved. I now
compose music specifically for dance, yoga, and
vocalizing and have created a vocal/movement practice called KiVo:
The Kinetic Voice.
Developing a modality has turned me into a facilitator as well as
a composer/performer who likes to move freely. One of the best
liberators for movement facilitators, who need to be free to move
their own bodies, hold space, run music, and manage the tears that
fall, is the headset mic, especially a cordless one (which I now use for
performance, too).
It’s important to feel comfortable using a headset mic, and this
is a challenge because they can slide around and must be adjusted
frequently. Good mic technique is crucial in and of itself so that
volume is as consistent as possible and participants can easily tune in
to what you are saying. It is also a metaphor for the kind of person
you are: Are you timid and barely audible? Are you overpowering and
forceful? Are you on and off ? Are you completely lost or always in
control? Ask someone to give you feedback to learn how you sound.

Greater Bay Area
“5Rhythms is a moving meditation that directs us back to the
here and now, to the vast and wild wisdom of our own bodies –
the only place to begin any search for truth.” – Lori Saltzman
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Bella Dreizler

Claire alexanDer

Sacramento
bodyjoy.net
916.267.5478

Mountain View & Santa Cruz
ecstaticproductions.com
408.829.7366

Charlie KorDa

Jennifer Burner

San Francisco
5rhythmssanfrancisco.com
707.295.5841

San Geronimo
sweatyourprayerssg.com
415.200.7559

Kathy altman
& lori Saltzman

StaCey ButCher

Mill Valley – Sausalito –
San Rafael
movingcenterschool.com
415.887.9399

Mill Valley & San Francisco
staceybutcher.com
415.755.7905
Sylvie minot

Sausalito
syzygydanceproject.com
415.272.1896

“ I believe in the power of motion, the wisdom of gravity, the emptiness of true love, the fact that there
is no way out but through the body, no way up unless we all go together, no way down unless we follow
the beat, no way in unless we embrace the dark.” – Gabrielle Roth
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Pro fe ssiona l A d v i c e f or
Head set S u c c e ss
It’s ideal for the facilitator to have his
or her own mic and get to know how
it responds. Headsets are great because

mediate

you have your hands free so you can dance
and also support participants with handson work.
It’s essential to have an equalizer so
the bass can be boosted or attenuated.

Increasing bass response allows female
facilitators to add some heft to their voice
while also increasing volume. A little bit
of reverb helps to add warmth to the
vocal pattern and engage the listener.
 ics pick up in a variety of different
M
“pick-up patterns” such as cardioid, hyper-

cardiod, and omni-directional. Generally,
the cardioid is chosen, which means that
the sound is picked up in a heart-shaped
pattern directly in front of the mic.
Experiment with your mic. If it’s a
headset, place the mic directly in front of
your mouth for optimal pick-up. Move the
head of the mic manually to be sure it’s in
front of the mouth. You do not want to
have your mouth off to one side or above
the mic, but directly in front of the pickup source. Look inside the mic to find
where the pick-up is.
EQ means equalize, which is increasing

or decreasing various pitch frequencies to
get the sound quality you like and provide
your voice with the most presence.
Experiment by increasing or decreasing
various frequencies until you find the
sound you like.

Core Connexion
transformational arts®

Dancing Life from Your Core
Classes, Workshops,
Training Programs
USA • Canada • Europe
International Retreat in Castle
Glarisegg, Switzerland
August 12–18, 2012
www.coreconnexion.net
eva@coreconnexion.net
Eva Vigran, Berkeley CA
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26 year attorney
Offering legal services in:
• Pre- and Post-Nuptial
Matters
• Serious Personal Injury
• Estate Planning
• Real Estate
• Business
• Construction
• Landlord-Tenant

Use a wind screen, which literally screens
extraneous air from your voice, removing

hiss or sibilance. If you become winded from
moving or facilitating, bend the headset mic
away from your cheek. This prevents the
audience from hearing you puff.
 ecome familiar with fading the volume
B
down while putting the mic on and
taking it off. Make adjustments with

the volume down so people don’t hear
scratching and fiddling, which can be
distracting.
Listen to yourself! Don’t be afraid to adjust

either the mic placement or the EQ.
Be mindful of being too soft or too loud
in the mic.

•
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to bring about
an agreement,
accord, truce, and
ultimately peace,
by facilitated
listening, validating
feelings, removal of
misunderstanding,
and compromise.

THE LAW
AND MEDIATION
OFFICE OF
DAVID J. HOLCOMB
510.868.8897

CONFERENCE
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destinations
British Columbia
A Perfect Pairing
Inclusive and friendly, British Columbia
offers the ideal combo of natural beauty
and urban buzz. l by ELANA SILVERMAN

•
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T

his westernmost Canadian province is a place to be in
nature, and draws those who seek to connect with the
earth. Trek through the mountains, go sailing on the sea, or
bike across town as rain clouds give way to soft afternoon sunlight.
This untamed Northwestern Pacific terrain inspires creativity,
while bustling cities and towns provide diverse cultural
offerings—a perfect pairing of laid back and stimulating. Given
this, it’s no surprise that BC is home to a flourishing conscious
Top left: Hollyhock Retreat is blessed with an idyllic natural setting.
dance scene. From Nia to 5Rhythms, authentic movement to
Top right: Wen Wei Dance Company at the Scotiabank Dance Centre.
Above: Julia Taffe's Aeriosa ensemble performing On Earth.
ecstatic dance, the BC movement community is vibrant and
abundant. In the words of heralded BC dance photographer
Contact Improv; Kokoro for multidisciplinary, Butoh-inspired
Michael Berz, “Every second person I know is a yoga teacher.”
work; or just wander on down to The Cultch—their eclectic
Locals agree that folks are open, warm, and eager to connect
lineup offers something for everyone.
in BC. When asked what makes the scene so special, 5Rhythms
Nia and 5Rhythms are prolific in this area. Head out to
and authentic movement facilitator Bettina Rothe says, “People are
Granville Island for Nia with Judy Cashmore, or 5Rhythms with
so friendly here; we all practice inclusiveness, collaboration, and
Joanne Winstanley and Anne Marie Hogya in Victoria. Even more
cooperation rather than competition.
options abound at BC’s many retreat
We are into conscious communitycenters, where dancers can relax and
building and celebration of our
unwind at gorgeous centers tucked
individual uniqueness.”
between mountains and sea. Wander
In BC’s largest city, Vancouver, the
the forests and look out at the sea in
dance scene is anchored by The Dance
between professional programs at The
Centre, a state-of-the-art facility hub
Haven on Gabriola Island. At Salt
offering classes, workshops, rehearsal
Spring Yoga Centre, yogis immerse
space, and performances. Get your
themselves not only in the classical
groove on in their rooftop studio
Ashtanga and Hatha traditions, but
at Jelena Marda’s Sunday morning
also enjoy 70 acres of meadow, woods,
Dance Divine freestyle ecstatic jam, Vancouver is home to Michael Julian Berz, 5Rhythms
and organic gardens. Hollyhock offers
then take your pick of Vancouver’s dancer and one of our most-loved photographers.
great variety, with programs ranging
multitude of mouth-watering eateries.
from dance and yoga to music and
Try Belgian-fusion at Chambar, Middle Eastern at East is East,
writing. Eat delicious organic food, stroll along the pristine coast,
healthy homemade Mexican at Bandidas Taqueria, or the legendary
and relax in a hot tub under the stars.
vegetarian fare of Naam. Whether they’re searching for the best
There’s so much to do in BC that it can be overwhelming.
local ingredients or toting their restaurant supplies around town
Luckily, there’s an all-in-one online resource for alternative
in a bicycle-powered blue cargo trailer, Vancouver’s restaurant
movement events and classes. Go to Gale Penhall’s www.
owners strive toward ecologically sustainable practices.
dancemovesvancouver.com to find just what you’re looking
Vancouver is also home to an amazing array of different
for, then dive on in to the BC community. They’ll welcome you
performance styles. Go see Edam Dance do some breathtaking
with open arms.

Studios/Classes
The Dance Centre, Vancouver • The hub for BC’s

dance community, offering classes, workshops, rehearsals, performances, and special events.

w w w.thedancecentre . ca

Dance Divine, Vancouver •  A Sunday morning

freestyle ecstatic dance in The Dance Centre’s rooftop studio, inspired by host Jelena Marda’s love for
the 5Rhythms, music, and embodiment.
w w w. dancedivine . ca

Harbour Dance Centre,  Vancouver • Classes,

workshops, and intensives for dancers of all ages
and levels in ballet, jazz, hip-hop, burlesque, power
yoga, house, modern, belly dancing, and more.
w w w. harbourdance . com

Just Dance, Vancouver • A global fusion dance

experience, an alternative to the club scene, a Vancouver staple for community dance.

www. justdance.ca

Semperviva Yoga, Vancouver and Granville Island
Dance, sing, and laugh your way through Gloria
Latham’s Kundalini class. www.semperviva .com
Soulful Steps, Vancouver • Classes and workshops
in 5Rhythms and authentic movement with renowned teacher Bettina Rothe. www.5 rhythms.ca

Performances
The Cultch, Vancouver • Officially named the Van-

couver East Cultural Center but lovingly referred
to as “The Cultch,” this gathering place presents an
eclectic, jam-packed schedule of music, dance, and
theater performances. www.thecultch.com
Edam Dance, Vancouver • BC’s home for Contact
Improvisation. Catch a performance or take class
with CI pioneer Peter Bingham.
w w w. edamdance . org

Kokoro Dance Theater, Vancouver • Fusing the
aesthetics of East and West, Kokoro’s Butohinspired performances emphasize multidisciplinary
collaboration and cross-cultural exploration.
w w w. kokoro . ca

Retreat Centers
Butopia, Whidbey Island, WA • A sanctuary for

embodied arts practice and performance tucked
between the trees and sea. Home to MomoButoh
Dance Company, an array of workshops and classes, and a stunning 11-sided studio. w w w. butopia .org
The Haven, Gabriola I sland • Personal and professional development programs that embody the
principles of responsibility, communication, and
relationship on a forested island overlooking the
sea. www.haven.ca
Hollyhock, Cortes I sland • Get inspired at this
learning center offering workshops in dance, yoga,
music, meditation, writing, and more. Eat delicious
organic food, stroll along the pristine coast, and relax in a hot tub under the stars. w w w. hollyhock .ca
The Salt Spring Centre of Yoga, Salt Spring I sland
Nestled amid 70 acres of meadows, forests, and organic gardens, Salt Spring is a sanctuary for body
and soul. Enjoy classes, retreats, and teacher trainings in classical Ashtanga and Hatha yoga.
w w w. saltspringcentre . com

Etc.
Take Class, A ll O ver BC • Just a smattering of
your options include: 5Rhythms in Victoria with
Joanne Winstanley and Anne Marie Hogya, on
Cortes Island at Hollyhock with Soasis Sukuweh,
on Salt Spring Island with Shauna Devlin, in Vancouver with Bettina Rothe and Emiella Kauffman,
and Nia on Granville Island with Judy Cashmore.

California Dreaming!
Soul Motion is

Barbara Aman • Santa Rosa
Yukiko Amaya • Topanga
Devorah Bry • Nevada City
Valerie Chafograck • Mill Valley
Zuza Engler • Northern California
Scott Engler • Sebastopol
Randy Miller • Los Angeles
Michael Molin-Skelton • Los Angeles
Luna Leza Morris • Santa Cruz
Seshen • Central Coast
Katie Nash • Big Sur
Jeremy Weishel • Northern California
Michael Zipkin • Berkeley

More information about Soul
Motion and our teachers:

SoulMotion.com
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results

moving for life
Movement, music, and camaraderie offer a compassionate path
toward full embodiment and healing.
As I walked down the street one particularly fresh
and sunny day, I told myself to remember how whole and
at peace I was feeling. It was 2006, and I was focused on
preparing mentally and emotionally for all the unknowns
to come after a diagnosis of breast cancer. This awareness
of my own inner resilience became even more significant
to my healing process than I realized at the time.
I had always been active before my mastectomy.
In fact, I had left my full-time job to freelance and teach
Nia, part of a career shift from office work to the movement field. After surgery and four months of chemotherapy, I felt compelled to exercise and my oncologist encouraged me to do so. I explored gentle
moves on my own, but missed the dancing and physical expression of my pre-cancer life.
I learned about Moving for Life™ (MFL) from a fellow breast cancer support group
member and joined while I was in treatment. When I walked into Martha Eddy’s class at the
Jewish Community Center in New York City, I sensed a supportive community. Dr. Eddy, an exercise physiologist, among many other disciplines, developed Moving for Life (originally Moving
on Aerobics) for breast cancer patients. It’s based on somatics (from soma, meaning experiencing
the living body), which promotes body awareness for self-healing. Eddy designed the movements with music to address the many side effects resulting from cancer treatments.
Class started slowly—we felt our breath opening the chest and lifting the

breast bone while stimulating small movements in the rib cage. We tuned into the spongy quality of the lungs during exhalation and inhalation, intensifying the capacity for oxygen intake to
cleanse and nourish the body. We learned about the pumping action of muscles, which facilitates
lymphatic fluid flow, helping to prevent swelling in the arms. We explored various musical rhythms,
enhancing blood flow and activating fluid to lubricate our joints. Gentle stretching alleviated the
tightness of scar tissue in my chest. I found an increase in the range of motion in my shoulders.
We played around with balance and weight-shifting from off-vertical back to center, and learned
to cope with the way our bodies had compensated. The music provided an emotional release as we
moved to our own internal rhythm. We shared experiences and laughed, yelled, and drank water
during a section of light-to-moderate aerobic exercise called “weights, water, and whine.”
Above all, we learned that body awareness is key to healing. In class, we

shared similar experiences during the strange and baffling journey into cancer, but each of us
responded differently on both physical and emotional levels.
I decided to get certified to teach MFL and took the required courses in Experiential

Anatomy, Laban Movement Analysis, Bartenieff Fundamentals, and Body-Mind Centering®.
I often think back to that sunny day when I embodied my wholeness and literally felt lightness in
being. I now know that the source of that feeling is me experiencing my living body, my soma. In
spite of all the changes, that sensation will always be there for me to tap into. Every day I savor
the internal energy that unites us as humans in our journeys to health and healing.

Above all, we learned
that body awareness is
key to healing.

Catherine Gross
Freelance fundraiser;
Zumba and MFL teacher.
New York, NY
Activities: Student of Qi Gong,
Spanish, and Biblical Hebrew.

For more information, visit www.movingforlife.org and www.thesmartbody.com. Many thanks to
Melinda Teutschel for her help in telling this story.
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books
Timeless Titles
As We Speak: How to make your
point and have it stick.

US
A

by Peter Meyers and Shann Nix

BIODANZA
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E
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dances of vitality & joy

NYC • MD

• DC • MIAMI

Facilitator Training
Personal Development Course
Opening 2012
www.biodanza-usa.com

®

Whenever you talk to people,
whether it’s one-on-one at the
kitchen table, or in front of a
large group, certain principles
apply. “The world is full of
brilliant people whose ideas
are never heard. This book is
designed to make sure that
you’re not one of them,” say the
authors. You may be a dance
teacher, movement facilitator,
or perhaps a solo practitioner; whatever your
practice may be you will learn to be a more effective
communicator by applying the wisdom found in
these pages. The authors see communication as
a triangle that includes the two obvious elements
of content and delivery. The third element that
is often overlooked is state (a calm and centered
embodied presence). Recognizing the relationship
between the three dimensions of communication
will help you be clear and on-point. This book is
recommended reading for anyone seeking to have
a greater impact in the world. A well-written and
engaging discussion about a topic that concerns
virtually everyone. www.simonandschuster.com

Get What You Want: The art of
making and manifesting your intentions.
by Tony Burroughs

Building
Bridges
Between
Injury
and
Repair

Island
Chiropractic
510-769-6066
2111 Whitehall Place, Suite A
Alameda, CA

You might think that getting
what you want out of life
or creating a better reality
for yourself requires hard
work or sacrifice, special
skills or God-given talent.
You may even believe that
circumstances have just
happened to you and
to some degree you are
powerless over them. But
the mindset shift required to transform your life is
so incredibly simple, and so blindingly obvious, that
most of us miss it entirely. The principles required
to create real magic in your life aren’t hard to learn
or to put into practice. If you just apply some of the
wisdom and practices from this book, even if only as
an experiment on your own life, then you’ll start to
discover the power of intention, and begin to guide
it to your greatest manifestation and for the highest
good of all. Burroughs structures this volume as a
storybook with a collection of parables, anecdotes,
and lessons. He also suggests that it be used in
the old English tradition of bibliomancy (book
magic); in other words, open it at random to any
page and it will tell you what you need to know. Of
course, learning how to get what you want begs the
question of what you do really want. This book does
a great service by leading people to be in touch
with their highest self. A positive, fun, and handy
high-vibration guide to have around the house.
www.vivaeditions.com

Kinections
The Alternate Route
To Certiﬁcation in
Dance/Movement Therapy

Summer Courses
DMT Theory and Practice I
Dance, Dance Therapy and Yoga
The Dance Legacy of Blanche Evan
Laban Movement Analysis
The Marian Chace Approach
Kestenberg Movement Proﬁle I
Kestenberg Movement Proﬁle II

Est.1984

www.kinections.com

Kinections

Danielle Fraenkel
Deborah J. Welsh
Iris Rifkin-Gainer
Bill Evans
Elissa White
Janet Lemon Williams
Janet Lemon Williams

6/12–6/16
6/19–6/22
7/23-7/26
8/2–8/4, 8/6–8/9 (a.m.)
8/2–4, 8/6–8/7 (p.m.)
8/9 (p.m.)–8/12
8/13–8/16

Kinections is recognized by the National Board for Certiﬁed Counselors
(NBCC) to offer continuing education for National Certiﬁed Counselors
(#5767). Kinections adheres to NBCC and American Dance Therapy
Association Continuing Education Guidelines.
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movementmenu

Education
Festivals
Events & Performances
Retreats & Workshops

Visit www.ConsciousDancer.com for the movement map, and join the mailing list!

s u m m e r

h i g h l i g h t s
individualized learning. The resources, tools,
techniques, and confidence you gain will help you
offer teens and children experiences that connect
them with innate wisdom. www.nosarayoga.com

EDUCATION
Nia White Belt Training

photo: TOP: Pixie Vision / middle: courtesy AfrikaBurn / courtesy HeartRise Children’s Yoga / courtesy Ecstatic Dance Retreat / jeff stewart

JUN 23–29 • Portland, OR
The Nia White Belt Training at StudioNia is the first
level of a five-belt training series that presents a
body-centered approach to wellness, health, and
fitness. With trainers Jill Pagano and Debbie Rosas,
co-creator of Nia, students will comprehensively
explore physical sensation through five corecompetency areas of study including movement,
anatomy, music, science, and philosophy. This joyful
journey is a prerequisite to the Green and Blue Belt
trainings, as well as to obtaining a teaching license
through a livelihood membership. www.nianow.com

Mindfulness in Education Teacher Training

Connect at AfrikaBurn – pg 52

Creative Kids Yoga Level 1 Certification
Teacher Training
JUL 8–13 • Kripalu Center, Stockbridge, MA
Discover a playful, innovative approach to moving
yoga off the mat! Learn to teach age appropriate
classes that include asanas, movement concepts,
games, creative dramatics, anatomy, art, and
storytelling. Identify key benefits of yoga and
movement, such as improved concentration,
coordination, flexibility, balance, self-awareness,
and stress release. This training is experiential and
non-competitive. Yoga + Creative Dance + Play =
Fun! www.creativekidsyoga.com

Third Annual Art and Social Change:
Interplay for Millennial Leaders Training

Smile with HeartRise Children’s Yoga – pg 51

Dancing Freedom Facilitator
Training: Mastery
JUL 9–18 • Harbin Hot Springs, CA
Mastery invites you into the Big Picture of living
oneness, while empowering and engaging your
soul’s unique expression and purpose. Join our
global facilitator community including Samantha
Sweetwater, Christopher Campbell, and guests.
Dancing Freedom is a school that trains people who
love to move to use dance as a vehicle for healing,
transformation, and community development. You
do not need to know you want to be a facilitator to
join us. You simply need to know that dance is your
medicine! www.dancingfreedom.com

AUG 6–17 • Oakland, CA
In this training leaders will focus on the vocabularies
of change: movement, voice, stories, stillness, and
contact. Young artists and activists will learn new
ways of building artistic skill, leadership abilities,
and community building. Discover the revolutionary
act of play. Get group and one-on-one support
for your own artistic skills and activist interests.
Participants will develop tools to deepen body
wisdom, as well as create a step-by-step approach
to support all people yearning to have their voices
heard. www.interplay.org

Yoga Meets Dance Teacher
Training Adventure

Pause at the Ecstatic Dance Retreat – pg 52

HeartRise Children’s Yoga
Teacher Training
JUL 29–AUG 11 • Nosara, Costa Rica
Drawing from a diversity of yoga styles, this training
will prepare you to teach in many different settings
including schools. With directors Carolyn Burke
and Tamika Schilbe, you will take your personal
yoga practice to a new level of playfulness as you
immerse yourself in a climate of experiential,

JUL 29–AUG 3 • Rhinebeck, NY
Educators, counselors, parents, and childcare
providers have the opportunity to deepen their own
mindfulness practice, explore mindfulness-based
curricula, and discover practical tools to incorporate
mindfulness practices into daily life and work.
Together we will explore practices of heartfulness,
mindfulness, social emotional techniques, nature
awareness, counseling practices, and movement.
We will also look at how schools and organizations
are successfully integrating these practices. Led
by Daniel Rechtschaffen, founding director of the
Mindful Education Institute. www.eomega.org

OCT 11–21 • Sedona, AZ
Yoga Meets Dance™ is an exhilarating, wildly fun,
healing synergy of meditation, movement, and yoga
for non-dancers and dancers alike that has been
enjoyed by thousands worldwide. The benefits
reach beyond the physical, into the emotional and
spiritual realms, restoring a sense of well-being
to one’s entire being. Experience the Yoga Meets
Dance™ teacher training in one of the most beautiful
places in the world with exhilarating nature hikes
and spectacular red rock mountains. This training is
limited to 12 students. www.yogameetsdance.com

American Dance Therapy Association
Annual Conference

Earn your Nia White Belt – pg 51

OCT 11–14 • Albuquerque, NM
The theme of the 47th conference, Exploring Vistas
and Soaring to New Heights: DMT 2012 and Beyond,
invites us to take a different look at our work. Not
consciousdancer.com | summer 2012
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Transformational trips to the fests of 2012
Are you primed for travel and transformation? Distinct from our regular festival listings, these events create a summertime circuit
for performers and festival-goers alike, a modern-day road trip lifestyle featuring ceremony, ritual, and collective creativity. As a
rule, these fests offer camping and electronic music and are showcases for cutting-edge consciousness and technology. Dive right in!
Envision Festival

Beloved Sacred Art & Music Festival

March 1–4 • Uvita, Bahia Ballena, Costa Rica
A spectacular setting between the Pacific ocean
and the rain forest is half the draw for this fest.
The talent and international community gathered
here is the other. www.envisionfestival.com

August 10–13 • Tidewater Falls, OR
This intimate gathering features a 3000 sq.ft.
padded dance floor courtesy of the Yum Sessions
at the main stage, and beauty at every turn.
www.belovedfestival.com

Bali Spirit Festival

Tribal Vision

March 20–24 • Bali, Indonesia
The international destination and gathering spot
for the world’s most revered yogis, dancers, and
spiritual seekers, held each year in paradise.
www.balispiritfestival.com
April 25–30 • Tankwa Karoo, South Africa
One of the most epic and far flung Burning
Man regional events. The creative melting pot
culminates with the burning of the San Clan figure.
w ww.afrikaburn.com

Symbiosis
May 17–21 • Pyramid Lake, NV
This year Symbiosis was held on sacred land
and timed to coincide with the solar eclipse.
w ww.pyramideclipse.com

Entheos Gathering
June 22–25 • British Columbia, Canada
Visionary art, technology, intellectual exchange,
cooperation, consciousness, and an optimistic
view of the future. “Entheos” is Greek for “the
divine within.” www.entheosgathering.com

Enchanted Forest
June 29–July 2 • Mendocino County, CA
We celebrate our tribal culture through dance,
art, nature, and the unyielding gift of the human
spirit. Together we set the container to nurture the
seed of our infinite potential as individuals and as
community. www.enchantedforestmendo.com

Dreamtime Festival
July 16–20 • Paonia, CO
Weaving themes of sustainability, personal
development, creativity, health, and holistic
healing together in the beautiful mountains of
Colorado. www.dreamthefuture.org

Mystic Garden Gathering
July 18–23 • Lake Selmac, OR
Putting out the call for a gathering of the tribes,
One of the most beautiful and mystical festivals.
w ww.mysticgardengathering.com

Shiva Rea responding
to the call of kirtan at
Bhakti Fest. pg 52

Wanderlust Festival
Photosynthesis Festival
July 20–22 • Neah Bay, WA
Cultivating unconditional love, compassion, acceptance, and creativity through
the co-creation of a sustainable community fueled by intimacy and ingenuity.
w ww.photosynthesisfestival.com

Faerieworlds
July 27–29 • Eugene, OR
The premiere mythic music and arts festival on
the West Coast, featuring internationally acclaimed bands, musicians, artists, and authors,
Faerieworlds annually attracts thousands
of fans and families from around the globe.
w ww.faerieworlds.com

Boom Festival
July 28–Aug 4 • Idanha-a-Nova, Portugal
Pinnacle of global transformational culture.
Boom sets the standard for high-vibration
consciousness-raising art, music, culture, and
community. www.boomfestival.org

Gaia Festival
August 3–5 • Laytonville, CA
Dedicated to serve a growing community
of people who are seeking sustainable ways
to embrace the emerging paradigm.
w ww.thegaiafestival.com

Shambhala Music Festival
August 8–13 • Salmo, Canada
Morning yoga by giant cedar trees,
daytime beats hugging the refreshing
Salmo river, and good grooves to move
you until the early morning mists wrap
around your dancing feet. This is living!
w ww.shambhalamusicfestival.com

August 23–26 • Whistler, BC
One-of-a-kind festival bringing together the
world’s best yoga and wellness teachers and top
musical acts and DJs, in a setting of breathtaking
natural beauty. www.wanderlustfestival.com

Burning Man
August 27–September 3 • Black Rock Desert, NV
Leave the default world behind and step into the
heart of contributor culture. Find out why fire plus
art equals community at the festival that changed
everything. www.burningman.com

Water Woman Festival
August 30, Ecuador • South America
An international gathering of the tribes to honor
the creative force of the feminine, activate a hub of
light and awareness, and join hands in consciousness, beauty, and celebration. 
www.facebook.com

Bhakti Fest West
September 6–9 • Joshua Tree, CA
Express love and devotion as a single community
through an enchanting selection of activities
including kirtan concerts, meditation, yoga classes,
vegetarian cuisine, and midnight fire ceremonies.
w ww.bhaktifest.com

Ecstatic Dance & Movement Retreat
November 12–18 • Big Island, HI
Come to enjoy dance, music, movement, yoga,
kirtan, nature, and community at the place where
it all began—Kalani Retreat on the wild side of the
Big Island. www.ecstaticdance.org

YOUR FAVORITE HAPPENINGS ARE ON
THE WORLD’S BEST DANCE MAP AT

W W W.CONSCIOUSDANCER.COM
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AfrikaBurn

Bali Spirit Fest

August 17–19 • Taos, NM
An evolutionary gathering of music, ceremony,
prayer, and dance in the sacred mountains of
New Mexico. www.tribalvisionfestival.com

only the places we have come from as practitioners,
but also where we are headed as a group. In what
new directions have you taken your work? Have
you incorporated your dance/movement therapy
training and skill set into a less traditional setting?
Have you found ways of combining dance/movement therapy and other training into your work as a
dance/movement therapist? This year’s conference
will take place in beautiful Albuquerque, a land of
rich blue skies, breathtaking vistas, mountains, and
mesas. www.adta.org

MANHATTAN: The Mostly Mozart
Festival welcomes the Mark Morris Dance
Group to Lincoln Center. pg 53

Present Moment Retreat
200-Hour Yoga Teacher Training
OCT 25–NOV 14 • Troncones Beach, Mexico
Located just north of Ixtapa, the Present Moment
Retreat Resort offers a peaceful setting conducive
to mindfulness. The institute welcomes students
to be a part of this life-enhancing experience
through asana, meditation, pranayama, daily
activities, vegetarian meals, and the application of
yogic theory into daily living. The approach will be
eclectic, evoking ancient yoga teachings with accessible spiritual lessons. It will offer the opportunity
to enhance and deepen your private practice, while
simultaneously providing support for students at
every level. www.presentmomentretreat.com

EVENTS &
PERFORMANCES
American Ballet Theatre
JUN 25–30 • New York, NY
Of all the great classics performed by the company
today, Swan Lake remains the quintessential ballet,
the one that defines the standards of the company,
tests its dancers, and excites the spirit of the audience. Performed at the Metropolitan Opera House,
this romantic fable of ill-fated love and passion and
dreamlike transformation is set to Tchaikovsky’s
breathtaking score. With choreography by Kevin
McKenzie and visually magnificent sets evoking a
Renaissance court, audience members are drawn to
this eternal classic that will inspire awe and wonder
in generations to come. www.abt.org

The Equus Projects:
The Big Draw
JUL 1 • Governor’s Island, NY
The Equus Projects partners with a team of visual
artists to present a performance piece that frames
the process of art-making in real time. In a work for
twelve dancers and six visual artists, The Equus Projects applies its distinctive choreographic process to
creating a kinetic art installation for three herds of
dancers whose movement material is generated by
the spectators. www.dancingwithhorses.org

Taketina: Find Your Groove
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JUL 7 • Berkeley, CA
TaKeTiNa fuses the ancient powers of movement,
music, and rhythm with modern brain research. It
awakens our senses and deepens our appreciation
for life. TaKeTiNa helps us connect to our authentic
selves, communities, and the environment.
Participants will benefit from moments of flow,
trust, awareness, aliveness, intuition, spontaneity,
inner silence, connection, and deep groove.
Each person’s experience will be different. Come
discover your own. www.rhythminaction.com

Mark Morris Dance Group
AUG 22–25 • New York, NY
The Mark Morris Dance Group, formed in 1980, is
now one of the world’s leading dance companies,
performing in the United States and abroad. As a
part of the Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln Center,

the group will perform the work Dido and Aeneas.
A danced adaptation of Henry Purcell’s 1689
opera, it is a perfect vehicle for Morris’ unfailingly
musical choreography. The combination of baroque
vocal music and modern dance underscores his
gift for storytelling, as well as Morris’ unique
ability to shape music and words into movements.
w ww.markmorrisdancegroup.org

FESTIVALS
American Dance Festival
JUN 14–JUL 28 • Durham, NC
A gateway to discovery, this six-week adventure
will spark your imagination and inspire you in
deep and lasting ways. Explore new ways of
making, moving, and contemplating dance. Enjoy
thought-provoking panel discussions and great
performances by an array of dance companies
including Mark Morris Dance Group, Doug Elkins
and Friends, Paul Taylor Dance Company, Shen Wei
Dance Arts, and Kyle Abraham/Abraham.In.Motion.
w ww.americandancefestival.org

Bates Dance Festival
JUN 29–AUG 11 • Lewiston, ME
This festival brings together an international
community of dancers, choreographers, educators,
performers, and students to collectively study, perform, and create. It is separated into four sections—
the Young Dancer’s Workshop, Professional Training
Program, Youth Arts Program, and Performance and
Events Season. Bates Dance Festival is known for
providing a safe place to dance, creating a unique
and accepting atmosphere, and fostering a sense of
community. www.batesdancefestival.org

White Mountain Summer
Dance Festival
JUL 7–28 • Bronxville, NY
This festival is an exploration of movement and
creativity for educators, students, and all those
looking to enrich and deepen their understanding
of the creative process and the moving body. Under
Artistic Director Laura Glenn, all classes are taught
by gifted educators committed to ensuring that
participants reach their maximum potential in dance
and movement artistry. The cohesive curriculum
includes more than 12 hours of instruction daily.
It is a program that supports breakthroughs in
technique, creativity, and life. www.wmsdf.org

Sacred Dance Guild Sacred Dance Festival
JUL 24–29 • Holland, MI
Come dance and be transformed in an atmosphere
of shared spirituality, love, and joy at the Dance
a World of Hope festival. Held at Hope College,
the festival will awaken your spirit, nourish your
soul, and celebrate your love of dance. Teachers
are Denise Damon, Dianne Eno, Shahrzad
Khorsandi, Jason Warley, and many more. There
will be concerts, workshops, performances, a flash
mob, and a candlelit labyrinth. Techniques include
Persian dance, Environmental dance, Modern Dance
for Body and Soul, and Liturgical Improvisational
dance. www.sacreddanceguild.org

Western Mass Moving Arts Festival
AUG 16–19 • Plainfield, MA
Come to Earthdance for this summer festival that
has something for everyone. Participants will have
the chance to study a variety of improvisational
dance and theater forms intensively, with local
and national teachers. Morning intensives are an
opportunity for deep study, while the afternoon
schedule offers a variety of classes, as well as time
to enjoy hiking, the saunas, or the Earthdance
grounds. Evening events include a performance
by festival faculty and a jam with live music.
w ww.earthdance.net

SOMA Fest LA
SEP 18–23 • Santa Monica, CA
Awaken from the inside out. An opportunity for
individuals from all walks of life to experience
body-mind practices that cultivate self-healing and
creative expression. The sixth Somatic Movement
Arts Fest features artists including Emilie Conrad,
Susan Harper, and David Hurwith. Experience
Continuum, GaGa dance, Feldenkrais, Body-Mind
Continuum, yoga, and more. The ability to be selfreferential, connecting with our internal kinesthetic
awareness while relating to our surroundings, gives
us freedom to be our “essential” selves in resonance
with the environment. www.somafest.org

Dumbo Dance Festival
SEP 27–30 • Brooklyn, NY
This festival is designed to showcase the work
of approximately 120 emerging and established
choreographers and dance companies from all
over the United States and abroad. Featuring the
freshest and most original contemporary artists, this
year’s festival will be held at four separate locations.
w ww.whitewavedance.com
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SEP 30 • Santa Cruz, CA
Talented and professional movement artists lead
cutting-edge workshops, alongside a broad
range of inspiring offerings for the mind, body,
and spirit. Music Headliners, DJ Sets, Creative
Culinary, Vendor Marketplace and much more.
w ww.hoopcampretreats.com

Divine Play AcroYoga Festival
OCT 12–14 • Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA
AcroYoga’s third annual festival will be held at the
magnificent Fort Mason Center for a weekend that
unites solar and lunar, therapeutics and acrobatics,
experts and novices, the 99 percent and the 1
percent, local and global, water and earth, to fly,
dance, massage, and sing the world into greater
peace and playfulness. The international faculty
includes master teachers in the fields of yoga,
acrobatics, and Thai massage, as well as over 50
certified AcroYoga teachers from around the world.
At night, unique celebrations offer music, dance,
circus performances, bodywork, dessert exchanges,
and kirtan. www.acroyogafestival.org

retreats &
workshops
West Coast Contact Improvisation JAM
JUN 30–JUL 3 • Berkeley, CA
This jam is for beginners and experts alike.
Maybe you’re new to the form and would like to be
introduced to CI in an immersive setting, or perhaps
you’ve been jamming forever. Come for a single
jam, or dive in for the full four days of exploration
with some of the most experienced practitioners
of the form. Sliding scale pricing. Work exchange
volunteers needed. All proceeds from this year’s
event will go towards producing a full-fledged West
Coast festival in 2013. www.interkinected.org

Dance Your Bliss™ at Omega Institute
JUL 6–8 • Rhinebeck, NY
Using experiential techniques to unlock the link between emotions and disease, psychotherapist and
expressive movement trainer Rachel Fleischman,
LCSW, teaches us how to bring emotions into the
physical body so they can be seen, felt, and healed.
Through a combination of expressive movement,
vocalization, guided imagery, energy balancing,
journaling, expressive arts, intuition, mindfulness,
and play, we begin a healing process that guides us
to release childhood and relationship pain, unleash
our power and passion, and experience immediate
positive change in our life. www.eOmega.org

Breema: The Art of Being Present
JUL 7–15 • Oakland, CA
In this summer intensive, you’ll learn a variety of
relaxing, revitalizing Self-Breema exercises and
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Breema bodywork sequences, expressing the nine
unifying principles of Breema through touch and
movement. Practicing the art of being present
fosters self-understanding and enables us to let
go of conditioned patterns and connect to more
natural ways of moving, thinking, and feeling.
Workshops provide in-depth exploration of different facets of bodywork and principles of Breema.
w ww.breema.com

SANTA CRUZ: Movement stars of all stripes from
around the world converge at Hoopcamp and the
Movement Arts Festival. pg 54

Dance of Oneness®: Dance Your Passion
JUL 8–13 • Esalen Institute, Big Sur, CA
The time is NOW to connect deeply with what you
truly love and align yourself with source energy
to ignite your creative flame and uplift yourself
and thereby the world. Drawing from Sufism, tai
chi, yoga, Persian dance, flamenco and Middle
Eastern tribal dances, Dance of Oneness offers a
foundation for creative flight through a rigorous
dance technique connected with Spirit. In this
five-day retreat with Banafsheh and musician Tony
Khalife, we will explore the chakras and how to
ignite the flame in our heart through structured and
free dance, live music, chanting, and meditation.
w ww.namah.net

Body Tales Summer Retreat
JUL 13–15 • Santa Cruz, CA
Body Tales is a creative and healing practice that
integrates movement, voice, and personal storytelling. This unique form combines elements of dance,
theater, and expressive arts, and encourages and
supports an embodied value system in which the
well-being of the Earth is central. Join Olivia Corson
and Lysa Castro for three days of Body Tales and
beauty and sanctuary in nature, with rest, camaraderie, star-gazing, redwoods, meadow-dancing,
stillness, support, grieving, celebrating, dreaming,
re-humanizing, renewal. www.bodytales.com

Waterfall of Music
JUL 19–AUG 1 • Guanacaste, Costa Rica
This event will feature a waterfall of music that
embodies the spirit of meditation, prayer, and
celebration. The songs will be a call for healing
and awakening of the spirit, accompanied by
Amazonian rainforest medicine. Cura will be a
three-night experience of full immersion into love,
trust, and totality. There will be a ceremony night
with Carioca and his new songbook Aquarela, and
then a progressive psychedelic rock journey with DJ
Tyohar. Umbanda, a ritual dance in a circle carried
by strong beats of drums to rhythmical songs, will
close. The origin of this work and music is rooted
in the African and Amazonian cultures, featuring
Carioca. www.pachamama.com

5Rhythms®: The Human Dolphin
Connection
JUL 22–28 • Bimini, Bahamas
Come adventure into the heart of the crystal blue
waters of Bimini with leaders Lucia Horan and
Douglas Drummond. Here we are honored guests
in the underworld home of the Atlantic Spotted

SWITZERLAND: Learn the language of Core
Connexion at the Castle Glarisegg. pg 55
Dolphins. 5Rhythms® is an intentional freeform
movement practice, founded by Gabrielle Roth.
During this week-long adventure we introduce
the maps of the 5Rhythms ® to explore our own
innate connection to nature. Each day on both land
and sea, we investigate the 5Rhythms ®, explore
surrounding reefs, and connect with the Atlantic
Spotted Dolphins in their wild and natural habitat.
This is a once in a lifetime invitation to explore the
5Rhythms ® in an incredible and mystical environment. No previous experience is necessary for this
adventure. www.LuciaHoran.com

Somatic Expression in Nature Retreat
JUL 28–AUG 4 • Sea Ranch, CA
We are nature. Our bodies are a microcosm of
the outer landscape. Each day we settle into our
inner landscape with breath, vocalization, contact,
movement, and stillness practices. We then venture
out into the landscape, using somatic tools as
springboards for contact with the elements. The
expressive arts of creative writing, drawing, and
performance are then used to deepen awareness
and shape personal creative responses. We
conclude the week with a ceremony at the Pomo
Indian Roundhouse to re-integrate ourselves back
into everyday life. www.somaticexpression.com

Holiday for the Heart
JUL 29–AUG 4 • Daku Resort Savusavu, Fiji
Slow down and immerse yourself in a different way
of being with Donna Gianniotis. She will teach yogic
skills and help participants create routines that
encourage openness and expansion. Her practice
is a gentle nurturing one with slow movements
and poses that can be adapted to your particular
body type. You will learn practical and simple
practices that you can apply in your everyday life.
Heart centered living will make this time away in
the warmth of Fiji relaxing and rejuvenating. This
weeklong experience is suitable for all ages and
experience levels. www.paradisecourses.com
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The Movement Arts Festival

Moving Medicine: Radiant Health
AUG 2–5 • Calgary, Canada
Emilie Conrad, the founder of Continuum, teaches
that all fluids are essentially one element, resonating
with all other fluids. They function as a type of
umbilical cord connecting us with the undulations
of life. This workshop is an invitation to dive into the
pool of existence and enter the play of life through
Continuum, a practice that involves breathing
patterns, slow organic movements, and simple
sound streams (to stir the fluid that resides within
our tissues). Participants will experience a oneness,
a comprehension, that we were designed to interact
with the environment far beyond time and space.
w ww.continuummovement.com

Summer Movement Monastery
AUG 9–22 • Santa Fe, NM
Come stretch, breathe, rest, move, dance, chant,
and whirl without words in a serene and beautiful
natural environment. Enjoy innovative approaches
to movement, music, and bodywork techniques
as well as spontaneous performances. You will
experience the creativity, deep relaxation, improved
immune function, healing, and inner peace you have
been searching for. No previous movement or dance
experience is required. www.dancemeditation.org

International Core Connexion
Dance Retreat: Dance, Nature,
Expression, Community
AUG 12–18 • Castle Glarisegg, Switzerland
Dance is a universal language, which takes us far beyond the limitations of spoken word and conscious
thought. This yearly workshop in the awesome
environment of Castle Glarisegg at Lake Constance
invites us to explore our unique dance and creativity
and to get in touch with our deep aliveness and
inner nature, our core. Through conscious movement we can find our own expression and follow our
individual aliveness and soul track. Core Connexion
is a path, which transforms and inspires people from
all over the world. www.coreconnexion.net

Sea Level: A 3–5 Day WilderDance
Residential Retreat at Butopia
AUG 23–27 • Whidbey Island, WA
Butopia: Pacific Northwest Center for Embodied
Arts in Nature presents Melinda Harrison, master
leader and founder of Boulder-based WilderDance
and NatureMoves. After 27 years of leading
WilderDance above 11K feet, this marks her first
sea level WilderDance Retreat. Harrison’s work is

based on embodied art principles and practices of
her mentor Anna Halprin including Daily Movement
Rituals and the Life Art Process of Improvisational
Scores. Inhabit seaside and forest environments
and co-create site-specific dance/art works at this
secluded natural sanctuary. Contact Maureen
Freehill to discuss our wide variety of payment and
work exchange options. Early Bird special until July 25.
w ww.butopia.org

Akashic Records Intensive and
Consultant Training
SEP 10–19 • Pondicherry, India
Embrace this year as the opportunity to awaken
your Spiritual Enlightenment. Personal and professional transformation begins during this Journey to
the Heart intensive with Ernesto Ortiz. At the Kailash
Beach Resort in one of the most exotic locations
in the world, this workshop will offer participants
a lasting commitment to a better life and world.
Explore ancient temples and monasteries; become
intoxicated by the powerful colors, music, and
majesty of India. Open your mind to the mind of
enlightenment. www.journey2theheart.com

Erotic Partnership: Fall In Love Weekend
SEP 21–23 • Inverness, CA
Jim Matto-Shepard, PhD and Felicia MattoShepard, MFT facilitate this three-day weekend
designed to reignite sexual passion in couples. The
workshop presents the model for Erotic Partnership—emotionally connected sexuality. Couples
are guided through increasingly intimate private
conversations, given practices to increase intimacy,
and practical advice for erotic exploration, then
offered “homework” assignments that deepen into
the erotic. There is no public nudity and all intimate
conversations happen privately between couples.
w ww.afterthehoneymoon.org

Soul Motion™: Sanctuary
SEP 21–23 • Esalen Institute, Big Sur, CA
Vinn Martí, designer of Soul Motion, asks, “What
is it like to move in a fresh, authentic manner? Is
it possible to hang in the place within that allows
for unbridled expressive contact with self, other,
and divine?” Soul Motion is a movement ministry,
designed by workshop leader Vinn Martí. Each of us
improvises steps in a dance of self-awareness and
unconditional acceptance of all things. Using dance
as a metaphor for living a creative, unified, and
expressive life, participants will practice the dance
above, below, in front of, and behind the beat.
w ww.soulmotion.com

Vividly Woman/Embody
Self Love Intensive
SEP 21–24 • Albany, NY
This four-day experience is an adventure into the
expression of your feminine spirit. Expect a richly
woven journey consisting of dyads, Trancedance,
and flirting with nature, with periods of sacred
silence. This is a profoundly empowering exploration of harnessing energy and spirit through a
deepening intimacy with self, nature, and a sacred
community of women. The Embody Self Love
Intensive will bring you home to your authentic
Goddess essence, a dynamic expression of self love.
You will be dancing, living, and breathing a positive
and affirmative experience. Together we will
excavate our truth, love it, embrace it, and proudly
and radiantly embody it. www.vividlywoman.com

Hoopcamp
SEP 26–30 • Santa Cruz, CA
Hoopcamp is the largest yearly gathering of the
hoop dance community, held at a beautiful Tibetan
Retreat Center in the Redwoods of Santa Cruz. Over
30 unique workshops include DJ Hoopjams, Yoga,
Lyra and Cyr Wheel Instruction, and Hoopcircle
discussions. Enjoy healthy organic meals, camping
and indoor accommodations, pool, massage,
vendor marketplace, evening receptions, LED
Hooping, and creative outdoor jam spaces. On the
last day the Movement Arts Festival will celebrate
five years of retreats at the Santa Cruz Fairgrounds.
This one day micro-festival will be full of movement,
music, and fun.  www.hoopcampretreats.com

Body As Living Presence Module One:
Illuminating What Is
SEP 28–OCT 4 • Harbin Hot Springs, CA
Are you interested in developing and deepening your skills for presence, awareness, and
contact within the context of a committed practice
community? Join a group of dedicated explorers
in a year-long transformative process involving
movement, stillness, and other body centered
practices inspired by Soul Motion™, Gestalt Awareness Practice, and ancient meditative traditions.
Led by Zuza Engler in the magical setting of Harbin
Hot Springs, this program consists of four modules,
commencing September 2012 and meeting through
September 2013. www.transformativedance.com

Tamalpa Experience Workshop
with Daria Halprin
SEP 29–30 • Kentfield, CA
Artist, author, and expressive arts pioneer Daria
Halprin will teach this two-day intensive workshop
introducing an approach that enlivens dialogue
between body and imagination, life experiences and art making. Using movement, drawing,
poetic writing, and improvisational performance,
participants will tap into art’s symbolic language
to explore current life themes and generate new
resources. It will be held at Anna Halprin’s historic
Mountain Home Studio in Marin County, California,
in the heart of the San Francisco Bay Area.
w ww.tamalpa.org
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Dance Quest™

BAHAMAS: Dive deep into your
5Rhythms practice with the
dolphins and Lucia Horan. pg 54

OCT 12–14 • Breitenbush Hot Springs,
Detroit, OR
This women’s retreat with Paula Byrne will support
participants to enter the temples of their bodies and
embrace their authentic movement styles. DanceQuest™ will offer three days of stillness, movement,
silence, music, ritual, journaling, and soul-crafting.
The group will remember their vision, reclaim their
wisdom, and rejoice in community building. Using
movement as fuel and breath as fire, participants
can burn and release what no longer serves.
Engaging intuition and instinct, the connection will
be made to a larger self. www.somaspace.us
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closingcircle

Your soul once sat on
an easel on my knee.
For ages I have been
sketching you
With myriad shapes of
sounds and light;
Now awaken,
dear pilgrim,
With your thousand
swaying arms
That need to caress
the sky.
—Hafiz

Truth is Beauty,
sculpted by
Marco Cochrane
and the Bliss
Dance Crew,
welcomes sunrise
climbers at
Burning Man ‘11.
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